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ABSTRACT 

Resonance electron capture and thermal electron detachment rate constants have been 
determined for several low electron affinity (EA) compounds, including anthracene, 
benzophenone, quinoxaline. These measurements were taken by comparing the molecule 
of interest with SFe using pulsed high pressure mass spectrometiy (PHPMS) to evaluate 
the time profiles for the relevant anions. These measurements were affected by re-capture 
of detached electrons as well as loss of these electrons by diffusion to the walls of the ion 
source. This dissertation also explains why these low EA molecules are not seen at 
atmospheric conditions. Using the PHPMS, the reactions of the molecular anions of 
anthracene, quinazoline, benzophenone, quinoxaline and azulene with oxygen and water 
have been studied. In the simultaneous presence of oxygen and water, these molecular 
anions, M', are rapidly destroyed and the ion, (O2 •HaO)', is rapidly formed. The high 
rate with which this transition occurs cannot be explained by the simplest model 
envisioned that is based on well-known ion molecule reactions. These results can be 
explained, however, by inclusion into the model of a previously uncharacterized reaction 
between the molecular ion-oxygen complex, (M«02)', and water. The results reported 
here explain why the molecular anions of compounds that have lower EA's than that of 
azulene are not readily observed in electron capture ion sources of one atmosphere buffer 
gas pressure. In addition, it is shovra that the reactions characterized here lead to a state 
of chemical equilibrium between the M" and (O2 •H2O)" ions within the PHPMS ion 
source from which the EA values of the low-EA compounds can be determined. By this 
method the electron affinities of anthracene, quinazoline, benzophenone and quinoxaline 
are found to be 0.54,0.56,0.61 and 0.68 eV, respectively. 
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INTRODUCTION AND LirERATURE REVIEW 

One of the most fundamental processes in chemistry, especially analytical 

chemistry, is the capture of an electron by a neutral molecule to form the parent anion. 

This process, often referred to as resonance electron capture (REC), can be naively 

written as Reaction 1 -1: 
Kec 

M + e' ^ M' (1-1) 
kdet 

where k,, is the electron capture rate constant, and k*. is the thermal electron detachment 

rate constant. Some of the sections that follow will show that this reaction also involves 

an intermediate. The importance of electron capture and negative ion formation to 

analytical chemistry has its roots in the 1948 discovery of a young English scientist. At 

that time, James Lovelock was commissioned by the British Medical Research Council to 

study the common cold. Specifically, he was asked to investigate the popularly held 

notion that colds are caught by being exposed to a cold draft. Lovelock's efforts, which 

included using radioactive a particle emitting paint from WWn aircraft gauges, to 

measure changes in the density of air led to the invention of an ionization apparatus. He 

did not leam anything useful about the common cold, but he did succeed in making a 

device that was especially sensitive to halocarbon gases [1]. Eventually the ionization 

source was changed to a p emitter, and the electron capture detector (ECD) was bom. 

ECD use in the next 10 years moved to biochemistry and then to the detection of 

environmentally dangerous molecules [2]. 
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In 1962, Rachel Carson published Silent Spring [3]. Writing somewhat poetically 

about the environment, she described an impending chemical apocalypse. The ECD had 

proven so sensitive that researchers reported finding trace levels of pesticides in samples 

ranging from penguin fat to mother's milk. Carson's work thrust the ECD into the 

scientific limelight, and the study of electron capture and the formation of gaseous ions 

became popular. Presently, the study of electron capture is important in a wide range of 

disciplines including gaseous dielectrics [4], excimer lasers [5], discharges used for 

etching [6], and atmospheric chemistry [7]. 

The sections that follow will provide a discussion and review of: a) the pulsed 

high pressure mass spectrometer (PHPMS) which was used to collect data for all of the 

experiments in this dissertation, and b) relevant theories and literature surrounding the 

phenomenon of electron capture and its opposite, thermal electron detachment. Chapter 2 

describes experiments that were designed to measure resonance electron capture and 

thermal electron detachment rate constants for several low electron affinity (EA) 

molecules. Finally, Chapter 3 presents a series of experiments that explain why these low 

EA molecules are difficult to detect at atmospheric conditions. 

PnkpH Hiph Pressure Mass Soectrometry 

Kebarle developed the PHPMS during the late 1960's, and its construction and 

operation have been fully described previously [8]. This section is not intended to repeat 

the details of construction provided in this reference. However, brief descripUons of the 



physical apparatus, the ionization source, the electron optics, and the types of data that 

can be collected, may be helpful for understanding the experiments in Chapters 2 and 3. 

Hardware 

Figure 1-1 is a schematic of the PHPMS. The gas handling plant is a 6.5 liter glass 

bulb. It is typically pressurized to approximately 800 torr with a buffer gas. 

Quadrupole 
Mass Spectrometer 

Mulitchannel 
Data 

Processing 

V"^. 

Figure 1-1. A schematic representation of the PHPMS hardware and main components. 

For all of the experiments in this dissertation, methane was used as the buffer gas. Other 

gases including helium, nitrogen, oxygen, and argon with 15% methane have been used 

in previous experiments [9]. The gas handling plant is fitted with an injection port that 

allows introduction of both gas and liquid samples. Solid samples are dissolved in a 

suitable solvent (toluene was often used for the experiments in this dissertation) and the 

solution is injected. The gas handling plant is typically heated to about 120°C to ensure 



com plete volatilization of sample molecules that often have relatively low vapor 

pressures. 

Once the gas handling plant is loaded with the desired analytes, a valve is opened, 

and the mixture flows through a heated transfer line into the ion source as shown in 

Figure 1-2. 

Electron optics 

Ion source 

Heated filament 

Transfer line 

Figure 1-2. A photograph of the front flange of the PHPMS revealmg the transfer hne 
ion   ource and the electron filament and pulsing optics. In this onentation, the gas 
Txture would flow from the bottom of the picture frame to the top. The electron optics 
are 90° off axis to the right at the top of the picture. For reference, the flange 
circumference is 10 inches. 

The pressure in the ion source is controlled by the amount of gas flowing out of the gas 

handling plant. Typical ion source pressures are between 1-5 torr, and the ion source is 

heated between 30-150°C. Both of these parameters are adjusted as dictated by a given 

experiment. 
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Electrons are produced from a heated filament that is -2.95 kV relative to the ion 

source. A gate lens is approximately 0.75 cm in front of the filament. The gate lens is 

held at -3.0 kV. Approximately every 75-100 msec the gate lens potential is pulsed to 

- 2.90 kV for about 20 ^sec. This voltage change sends a pulse of 2.95 keV high energy 

electrons through a stack of focusing lenses into the ion source via a small entrance 

aperture. Because the number density of the buffer gas is about 7-9 orders of magnitude 

greater than the number density of the sample molecules, these high energy electrons are 

believed to interact primarily with the buffer gas. The chemical cascade that follows was 

first described by Munson and Field in their seminal paper on chemical ionization [10]. 

Basically, a whole host of positive methane and ethane related ions are formed as well as 

a complementary population of thermal electrons. In methane buffer gas, each high 

energy electron produces about 85 thermal electrons. If the sample molecules have a 

positive EA, they will capture some of these thermal electrons and form anions. 

Depending on their proton affinity, sample molecules may also form cations by 

interacting with the positively charged buffer gas related ions. As will be detailed in the 

next section, these newly formed ions diffuse to the wall of the ion source. A 

representative population of these ions passes through an exit slit into a quadrupole mass 

spectrometer. By narrowing the exit slit, the ion source can be operated in the 10-20 Ton- 

region. However, the narrow slit decreases the ion signal. Ions are detected using an 

electron multiplier and an ion counting channeltron. 



Types of Data Collected 

The electron pulsing and related detection hardware and software are what make 

the PHPMS unique. Multichannel scalar software allows discrete channels of data to be 

collected after the electron pulse event. The time length of the channels can be varied 

from 5 ^lsec to several hundred msec. By selecting long channel times (=160 msec) and 

scanning the quadrupole, typical mass spectra are obtained. However if much shorter 

channel times (- 100 |isec) are used and the appropriate m/z is selected on the 

quadrupole, the population of a given ion in the source can be tracked in time as it is 

formed and diffuses to the wall. As might be expected, the diffusion of ions to the wall is 

a first order loss process and indicated in Figure 1-3. 

bUUU - 

^ 5000 - 
"or 

^ 

A 
g- 4000 - 

■^  3000 - \ 
c: \ 
o) 2000 - \ 
CO \ k. 

1000 J » Ss_ 
0 -  , ,  t 1— 

10 20 30 

Time (msec) 

I "I 

40 10        20       30        40 

Time (msec) 

Figure 1-3. Standard time profile of SF6 anion. The ion source pressure is - 3.0 Torr. The 
ion source temperature is 60°C. (A) is the standard plot of signal versus time. (B) is the 
same data plotted as the In of the signal versus time. A line as been supenmposed on the 
data to highlight the linear relationship. 
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The diffusion rate constant, k^iff, is approximately 150 sec"' at 3 torr and 60°C. Diffusion 

of ions depends primarily on three variables, the temperature squared, the inverse of 

pressure, and the reduced mobility of the ion. Equation 1-2 can be derived from equations 

provided by McDaniel and Munson [ 11 ]. 

rpl 

Kiff'^^^O (1-2) 

In this equation, the reduced mobility term, Ko, contains information about the reduced 

mass of the ion of interest as well as a term that describes how strongly the ion interacts 

with the buffer gas [12]. For all the experiments in this dissertation, ions were considered 

to have the same mobility to a first approximation. Therefore, diffusion is treated as a 

function of inverse pressure and temperature squared. 

In addition to diffusion, ions can be lost if they react with a neutral molecule or 

another ion. Further, the diffusional loss of other ions may be partially offset if they are 

being produced by a chemical reaction. Sometimes it is helpful to compare the time 

profiles of two ions as in Figure 1-4. Close examination of the logarithmic plot in Figure 

1-4 (A) reveals that the population of the ion represented by the circles is disappearing 

faster than the population of the ion represented by the squares. Because these ions are 

both being lost to diffusion, sometimes these other loss and production terms are subtle 

and difficult to see on a logarithmic plot. The normalized plot in Figure 1-4 (B) is 

prepared by dividing a given ion signal by the total ion signal. The inference from Figure 

1-4 (B) is that the circle ions are reacting away and the square ions are being produced. 



1.00 

0.80 

MO.60 

M 

0.40 
o 

0.20 

0.00 

10 20        30 
Time (msec) 

10       20       30 
Time (msec) 

Figure 1-4 (A) A logarithmic plot similar to Figure 1-3 (B) but of two ions, (o), and( ). 
(B) The same data shown as a normalized plot. The normalized plot demonstrates how 
ea h ion population is changing relative to the total population. In f^^^'^^^^^^^^ 
graph removes diffusion and (assuming ions are not diffusmg at different rates) 
emphasizes any ion molecule chemistry that may be occurring. 

Normalized time profiles may also reveal if two or more ions have come into 

equilibrium as shown in Figure 1-5. During the first 5 msec of this experiment, the ions 

represented by (x) appear to be reacting away while the ions represented by (o) and (A) 

are being produced. After about 5 msec, the relative concentrations become constant in 

time. This type of profile is strongly suggestive of chemical equilibrium. However, it 

should be noted that this steady state condition would also be observed for two ions with 

similar diffusion coefficients that are not reacting with each other at all. As shown in 

detail in Chapter 3, verifying equilibrium involves varying concentrations of reactants 

and products and comparing observed equilibrium constants with expected values. 
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Figure 1-5. Normalized time profiles of several different ions showing what equilibrium 
typically looks like. 

Plasma Conditions in the Ion Source 

After the initial pulse of high energy, 2.95 keV, electrons enter the source, a weak 

plasma is created. Initially, the positive charge carriers are primarily ions materially 

related to the methane buffer gas (i.e. Gils', and CjUs") and, the negative charge carries 

are thermal electrons. Several events happen rapidly. First, anions can be formed if some 

of the electrons are captured by sample molecules with a reasonable EA and a high 

enough electron capture rate constant. None of the experiments in this dissertation deal 

directly with positive ion chemistry, but it should be noted that the buffer gas related 

cations will also charge transfer to molecules with suitable proton affinities. The resulting 

plasma contains positive ions, negative ions and thermal electrons. 
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Both Kregel and McDaniel have eloquently described how this type of plasma 

behaves as the charged species diffuse to the wall of the ion source [13,14]. Most 

recently, Franklin provided an outstanding review of electronegative plasmas [15]. A 

qualitative review of these works follows. Initially, the electrons diffuse much faster than 

the ions due to their high mobility. Biondi reports the mobility of an electron to be 1000 

times that of a negative ion [16]; however. Franklin states the mobility of an electron to 

be 300 times that of a negative ion [15]. Neither author provides data or theory to support 

their reported electron mobility. However, it is generally accepted that mobility of an 

electron is high compared to an anion. This high mobility is the result of the electron's 

mass (it is -275,000 times smaller than a 150 amu anion) offset by inelastic collisions 

and interactions with the buffer gas. Electrons and all charged particles are neutralized at 

the wall. So, a charge imbalance develops. The plasma by definition maintains charge 

neutrality. As a result the diffusion of positive ions becomes coupled to the diffusion of 

electrons. The net effect is that the diffusion rate of the positive ions is doubled and the 

diffusion rate of the electrons is retarded to match the positive ions. This condition is 

often called ambipolar diffusion, and this type of plasma is referred to as electron 

dominated or an electron/positive ion plasma. The negative ions are, as Kregel states, 

"bottled" in the ion source and their diffusion rate is « 0. This electron dominated plasma 

persists until the electron density is < 10% of the negative ion density. As the electrons 

are depleted, the nature of the plasma changes to a negative ion dominated or negative 

ion/positive ion plasma, and the negative and positive ions begin to diffuse at their 
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normal rates. Miller provides a good mathematical summary of the ambipolar diffusion in 

an electron dominated plasma, listed here as equations 1-3,1-4 and 1-5 [17]: 

D.. = 2D, 

a,e + fi 
e 

n      D   ^ 
Da=2DJl + — )(--) 

(1-3) 

(1-4) 

n 
e e 

D . ' (1-5) 

where Da,x is the ambipolar diffusion coefficient of x, and Dx is the free diffusion 

coefficient of x (i.e. in the absence of a space charge), and n^ is the number density of x. 

Note that Equations 1-3 - 1-5 are in terms of a diffusion coefficient, D, instead of a 

diffusion rate constant, kdiff. These terms are linearly related as in Equation 1-6: 

k     =^ 
diffx A 2 (1-6) 

where A is the characteristic diffusion length. If the ion source is a sphere, A = the radius 

of the sphere divided by n. McDaniel provides more details about how to calculate A for 

ion sources with atypical geometries [11, 14]. 

The ambipolar diffusion coefficient of negative ions. Da,-, is « 0 because (D. /De) 

= 0.001 - 0.003 (the mobility of an electron is 300 - 1000 times greater than the mobility 

of an ion as previously mentioned). For a more rigorous treatment that describes both 
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electron dominated and ion dominated ambipolar diffusion see Rogoff [18]. Lineberger 

and Puckett reported this type of behavior in a stationary after glow instrument (similar to 

the PHPMS) in 1969 [19]. They used nitric oxide to make a plasma that contained 

(NO-NO)*, NO2" and free electrons as the charge carriers. Figure 1-6 is a recreation of 

their data. 

At about 150 msec, a transition occurs. Before this point, the positive ions are 

diffusing approximately twice as fast as they are after the transition. The negative ions 

not diffusing at all before the transition. After the transition both the positive and are 

Time (msec) 

Figure 1-6. A recreation of Lineberger's nitric oxide data. The positive ions are 
represented by the dotted line; the negative ions are represented by the solid hne. 
Electrons are not shown directly in this graph, but their effect is clearly seen at 150 msec 
where the plasma changes from electron dominated to ion dominated. The positive ion 
signal has been translated up to make it easier to see. After the transition point it should 
lay on top of the negative ion signal. 
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negative ions are diffusing at the same rate. Reviewing the logarithmic plots in Figures 1- 

3 (B), and 1-4 (A) shows that during the first few msec these anions are "bottled" inside 

the source. 

When the number of charged particles becomes sufficiently small, the plasma 

condition breaks down, and the diffusion rates of electrons, negative ions, and positive 

ions are no longer coupled. This condition is often referred to as an ionized gas, and 

diffusion coefficients are referred to as free to distinguish tJiiem from ambipolar. 

Data collected from the PHPMS for experiments in this dissertation are taken in 

the ion dominated ambipolar diffusion and the ionized gas free diffusion regions. If the 

behavior of two ions is being compared, it is not critical that the experiment be carefully 

limited to one type of diffusion as long as both ions are being affected equally by changes 

in the diffusion. As will be seen when thermal electron detachment is discussed in 

Chapter 2, the transition from an ion dominated plasma to free diffusion can have a huge 

effect on the recapture of detached electrons. 

Electron Capture Cross Section. Feshbach States, and M*" Lifetimes 

The term resonance electron capture rate is rather unfortunate for two reasons. 

First, it is also used to describe the completely unrelated nuclear reaction where an inner 

shell electron is captured by the nucleus as a proton is transformed into a neutron. 

Second, the term has a connotation that is not obvious. It is often used by gas phase ion 

chemists to describe electron capture reactions, like Reaction 1-1, where a molecular 
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anion is formed. In contrast, the term dissociative electron capture is used to describe an 

electron capture event where a fragment ion is formed. 

The concept of resonance electron capture is deceptively complex. Electron 

capture rates are a seemingly fundamental property. And, one might expect a molecule 

with a positive EA to capture electrons at some coUisional rate analogous to Langevin or 

ADO theory in ion molecule chemistry. Even if electron capture rates differ for each 

molecule, shouldn't the typical junior level physical chemistry text have catalogue of 

electron capture rate constants for common molecules? Unfortunately, measuring 

electron capture rates is not easy. The theory is complicated and involves a failure of the 

Bom-Oppenheimer approximation. Further, as shown by Knighton et al [20], electron 

capture rates do not seem to be a function of any standard thermodynamic properties. The 

first step to understanding resonance electron capture involves moving beyond Reaction 

1-1 and writing the more complete Reaction 1-7: 

k,        k2[B] 

M + e' ^ M*"^ M' (1-7) 
k_,        k_2[B] 

This section will focus on the formation and lifetime of the excited intermediate, M*' or 

the first half of this reaction. The following section will focus on the interaction of the 

excited intermediate with the buffer gas, or the second half of the reaction. 

The initial formation of a temporary or transient negative ion (TNI) is most often 

described in the literature in terms of an electron capture cross section, Ocap- This cross 

section, first given by Vogt and Wannier [21], is Equation 1-8: 
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o ,,„ = A7tal4a/2E (i-8) cap 

where a] is the Bohr radius, and a and E are the polarizabilty and the electron energy 

respectively (in atomic units). This equation is thought to be valid for very low electron 

energies, E « 0. As electron energy increases, the de Broglie s-wave cross section (given 

in Equation 1-9) may be more appropriate [22]: 

2 

f^cap - ~^ (1-9) 

Equation 1-10, from Klots' highly referenced 1976 paper [23], is an analytical form of 

this equation that describes the cross section in terms of the electron energy: 

i_ 

(^cap=^^(^-^ ) (1-10) 

where X is the de Broglie wavelength of relative motion. The Langevin parameter, y, is 

given by equation 1-11: 

Ry'=(—f(—) (1-11) 
m      AQ 

where \i is the mass, m is the mass of an electron, R is the Rydberg constant, a the 

polarizability, and a^ the Bohr radius. Equation 1-12, provided by Dunning, is a more 

convenient version of Equation 1-10: 

2 I 
„ ^^0 /I     J-4(2aE)n  ] 
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The electron capture cross section is believed to be related to ki from Reaction 

1-7 by Equation 1-13: 

00 

(1-13) 

where f(v) is the electron velocity distribution as given by Compton et al [24] in 

Equation 1-14: 

XV Hi     —    (nvP'/    \        o 
/(v) = f^j^e-'   /«^'4;rv^ ,,.,4) 

Perhaps the most simple and intuitive form of Equation 1-13 comes from Hahndorf and 

lUenberger [25] in Equation 1-15: 

K'^^cap^ (1-15) 

where the right hand side of the equation is given in terms of the product of the average 

cross section and the average electron velocity for a given temperature. 

Because the cross section term decreases with electron velocity, these terms off 

set each other, and electron capture rates are believed to be insensitive to temperature 

over a large range, 25-145°C in one study [25] and 25-325°C in another [26]. 

Once the electron is initially captured, an excited M*' is formed. If the neutral 

molecule has a positive EA, the M*" species has an excess energy which is equal or 

greater to the EA. The lifetime of this intermediate is described by Equation 1-16: 



^       - (1-16) 
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J_ 

where k_i is the first order autodetachment rate constant from Reaction 1-7. 

This lifetime appears to depend on how the electron is bound and where the 

excess energy is stored. Different authors describe M*'with different levels of 

complexity. In the most simple model, the M*' is considered to be one of two types, short 

lived or long lived. The so called long lived species is often termed a Feshbach resonance 

[27]. Christophorou describes four different negative ion resonant states for the M " 

species: a) shape or single particle resonances, b) core excited shape resonances, c) 

nuclear excited Feshbach resonances, and d) electron excited Feshbach resonances [4]. 

Both types of shape resonances result when the incident electron is trapped by the 

centrifugal motion that arises from the relative motion of the electron and the neutral 

molecule. The trapped electron, in this case, will have a certain angular momentum (i.e. k 

> 1, 2,). As a result, this channel for anion formation is sometimes called p-wave 

attachment for ^ =1. Barsotti et al recently (2002) published a paper showing evidence 

of p-wave electron attachment to CI2 [28]. The core excited shape resonance involves the 

same concept but begins with the molecule in an excited electronic state. 

The nuclear excited Feshbach resonance involves coupling of the kinetic energy 

of the electron with rotational and vibrational motion of the molecule. This obvious 
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violation of the Bom-Oppenheimer approximation makes actual calculations of the 

potential energy surfaces not possible with currently accepted theories. 

The electron excited Feshbach resonance happens when the incoming electron 

electronically excites the molecule as it is captured. The electronically excited, M ", 

offers less shielding of the nucleus, and the incoming electron experiences a slightly 

positive charge that can temporarily bind it to the nucleus. 

Another way of discussing electron molecule interactions is in terms of the 

lifetime of M*'. In unpublished lecture notes. Reddish [29] describes three different 

scenarios in terms of the lifetime of M*', versus a typical vibrational period, ~ 10'   sec: 

a) impulse limit where T « lO""* sec, b) shape resonance where t = 10"  , and c) 

Feshbach resonance where X » 10'  . 

The impulse limit applies to the case where the electron is almost elastically 

scattered. The negative ion decays before a complete vibration occurs; the molecule can 

be rotationally and or vibrationally excited depending on how much energy the electron 

lost during the interaction. 

Reddish describes the shape resonance similar to Christophorou (above) noting 

that the linear momentum of the electron is transferred into angular momentum. Reddish 

adds that the incoming electron attaches to the ground state molecule by entering the 

lowest unoccupied molecular orbital. Reddish does not address the electron excited shape 

resonance. 

The Feshbach resonance, according to Reddish, is similar to the electron excited 

Feshbach resonance as described by Christophorou. The incident electron electronically 
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excites the molecule and then becomes bound to the molecule. The result is a negative 

ion with two excited electrons and an inner hole. The decay of this ion is believed to be a 

concerted process where both electrons have to change states simultaneously (one is 

ejected while the other returns to the ground state.) Reddish does not address the nuclear 

excited Feshbach resonance. 

Most researchers agree that long lived M*' Feshbach resonance species exist 

because most detection schemes require the M*' species to live long enough to be 

detected or (as will be presented in the next section) stabilized by collisions with a buffer 

gas. But, how researchers describe the Feshbach resonance varies between the nuclear 

excited and the electron excited definitions provided above. Thoss and Domcke have put 

forth a theory about vibrational relaxation that is similar to Christophorou's nuclear 

excited Feshbach resonance with one complexity as shown in Reaction 1-17: 

k, kivR     k2[B] 

M + e'^M '^M'^M" (1-17) 
k_i kivE      k_2[B] 

where IVR refers to intramolecular vibrational relaxation, and IVE refers to 

intramolecular vibrational excitation. In this model, the incoming electron vibrationally 

excites the molecule. But, (possibly based on symmetry selection rules) only a few 

vibrational modes can be excited by the electron. These active modes are coupled to all of 

the other vibrational modes. As a result, vibrational energy that was initially concentrated 

in the active modes can be redistributed among the other inactive modes. In the parlance 
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of Reaction 1-17, M**' relaxes into M*". In order for the excited anion to autodetach, the 

energy has to be collected back into the active modes, a process that is not entropically 

favored. Many researchers referenced by Thoss and Domcke [30] adhere to this 

intramolecular vibrational relaxation model. Table 1-1 summarizes how various 

researchers have defined the excited state of the Feshbach resonance (electronic, 

vibrational, combination, or undetermined). 

Table 1-1. Review of Feshbach resonance descriptions in the literature 

Researcher Molecules Studied Feshbach Resonance Description 

Dessentetal [31] Nitromethane halide clusters   Vibrational 

Leber et al [32, 33] 

Tulej et al [34] 

Miller et al [35, 36] 

Miller et al [37] 

Hahndorf and 
Illenberger [25] 

Nitrous oxide clusters and 
carbon dioxide 

Porpadienylidene anion 

SF5CF3, PCI3, and POCI3 

SF4 and SFe 

CF3I, CF3CI, CF2CI2, 
CeFsCl, and C6F5CN 

Vibrational for both and but 
mentions electronic for (N20)N 

Electronic 

Undetermined 

Electronic 

Vibrational 

Suess et al [38] 

Michaud et al [39] 

Compton et al [24] 

Naffetal[40] 

Klots [41] 

SFe, CeFe, CioFg, and C-C7F14   Vibrational 

Oxygen 

SF6, and C6H5NO2 

Alicyclic and aromatic 
fluorcarbons 

Theoretical treatment 

Combination 

Vibrational 

Vibrational 

Vibrational 
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Table 1-1 continued. 

Researcher 

Hadjiantoniou et al 
[42,43] 

Collins et al [44] 

Johnson et al [45] 

Horacek et al [46] 

Garrett [47] 

Tobita et al [48] 

Thoss and Domcke 
[30]  

Molecules Studied Feshbach Resonance Description 

Benzene derivatives, various 
other organic molecules Vibrational 

p-benzoquinone 

NO2 benzene derivatives 

Hydrogen iodide 

Theoretical treatment 

Polycylic aromatic 
hydrocarbons 

Theoretical treatment 

Combination, 

Vibrational 

Vibrational 

Undetermined 

Combination 

Vibrational 

The most compelling evidence for the vibrational Feshbach resonances comes from data 

collected by Naff et al [40] shown here as Figure 1-7. However, Johnson et al directly 

referenced this data and pointed out: 

T is affected by a number of other factors besides N, such as the 
internal energy of the ion (itself a function of electron affinity, 

incident electron energy, and the thermal and zero-point energies), 
geometry, and configurational changes which may take place 
upon capture. If for a group of molecules these other factors are 
approximately the same, then it is possible to see an increase in x 
with increasing N. [45]. 

In this quotation, N refers to the number of vibrational degrees of freedom for a given 

molecule. 
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Figure 1-7. A recreation of data from Naff and Cooper on alicyclic and aromatic 
fluorocarbons, showing the increasing lifetime of temporary negative ions from 7 
different molecules as a result of increasing vibrational degrees of freedom. 

Tulej et al provides spectroscopic data of the popadienylidene anion that supports the 

electronic Feshbach resonance [34], and Miller et al suggest that SF6*' is formed by an 

electronic Feshbach resonance [37]. 

Garret (and references within) [47] and Dessent et al [31] discuss the need for the 

neutral molecule to have a dipole moment above a critical value, [Oc ~ 2 debye, in order to 

initially bind the electron. The dipole bound electron orbital is believed to be very diffuse 

(> 30 Angstroms). The lingering dipole bound electron is then thought to be captured into 

the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital to form the vibrational Feshbach resonance. 

As will be seen in Chapter 2, the molecules in the present study are 

benzophenone, anthracene, quinoxaline, and quinazoline. The experiments in this 

dissertation were not designed to determine what type of Feshbach resonances these 
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molecules form. However, based on previous experiments on similar molecules [42,43, 

49], it is very likely that the molecules in the present study form vibrationally excited 

Feshbach resonances. 

The magnitude of ki and k.i cannot be predicted for any molecule, but Compton et 

k 
al proposed a way to predict the ratio —^ from first principles as indicated in Equation 

1-18 [24]: 

k,       p-       27rVf£A + flyg,f-' 

^.-/-„...   ,„fT.., i\( N -1)! Ilhv. 

where p" is the density of states for the anion, and p° is the density of states for the 

neutral plus the electron. The variables on the far right hand side of the equation are as 

follows: m is the mass of the electron; v is the velocity of the electron; N the number of 

vibrational degrees of freedom; EA is the electron affinity; pz is the zero point energy; Vi 

the i'^ vibrational frequency of the anion, and the variable a is an empirical correction 

factor that would need to be evaluated for each molecule. Knighton et al provides a 

k, 
helpful review of Equation 1-18 and the previous attempts to use known — values to 

^./ 

estimate EA values (note that Equation 1-18 has a typographical error in the Knighton 

paper - the n term in the denominator has been replaced by a E term) [20]. 
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Interactions of Anions with a Buffer Gas 

The ideas in this section should be intuitive to even the most casual observer, for 

we have all experienced ordinary gases and liquids coming into thermal equilibrium. 

Every day research is conducted in this regard as cold milk is poured into hot coffee and 

air conditioners are adjusted to make a room more comfortable. 

The intermediate, M*', formed in Reaction 1-7 faces two different outcomes. It 

can autodetach the electron as governed by k .i, or it can be stabilized by colUsions with 

the buffer gas as governed by k2[B], where B is the concentration or pressure of the 

buffer gas. Further, the stable M" can be excited back to M*" by collisions with the buffer 

gas as governed by k_3[B]. Both the forward and reverse step will be explained here in 

turn. 

Stabilizing Collisions and the High Pressure Limit 

The Lindemann-Hinshelwood mechanism dating back to 1921 is the starting 

point in most text books for unimolecular reactions [50]. These reactions are often written 

as Reaction 1-19: 

ka      kb 

A + B ^ A* - Products (1-19) 
k-a[B] 

where B is a buffer gas molecule. Note that Reaction 1-19 is essentially the reverse of the 

last part of Reaction 1-7. By making a steady state assumption for the [A*], the reaction 

rate can be written as Equation 1-20. 
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d [ Products ] k^kj^f B] 
— I ^J 

This equation is often given in terms of a unimolecular rate constant as in Equation 1-21: 

d[ Products] Khl^l 
dt -''"nil^J'  ""'^^-kfBl + L (1-21) 

The result of the Lindemann-Hinshelwood mechanism is a reaction that behaves 

one way at low [B] and another way at high [B]. This behavior becomes intuitive by 

evaluating the two extremes: a) the limit of kuni as [B] goes to zero, and the limit of kuni as 

[B] goes to infinity. The former case, sometimes called the low pressure limit, is shown 

here as Equation 1-22: 

k  .    =k [B] uni a L       J /j 22") 
lim[B]-*0 ^       ' 

and the latter case, sometimes called the high pressure limit, is shown here as Equation 

1-23. 
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Note that in the low pressure limit the reaction behaves like a second order process (i.e. 

the reaction rate depends on both [A] and [B]). However in the high pressure limit, the 

reaction behaves like a first order process (i.e. the reaction rate depends only on [A]). 

Graphically, Reaction 1-19 would behave as indicated by Figure 1-8. 
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Figure 1-8. A representation of the Lindemann-Hinshelwood mechanism showing both 
the high and low pressure regions. The following parameters were used for this figure: 
ka = 2.0 X 10"'° cc sec'', k_a, 2 x 10"^ cc sec"', and kb = 1.8 x lO" sec"'. 

As a historical aside in the early 1920's, Professor J. Perrin examined data from a 

unimolecular dissociation reaction that, unbeknownst to him, was in the high pressure 

limit. Clearly, the reaction rate seemed independent of [B], and Perrin extrapolated these 

results to very low pressures, and he began to ponder. If the reaction proceeds at the same 

rate regardless of [B], and perhaps in the absence of [B], what outside agency is causing 

the reaction to happen? Perrin soon after put forth his theory that electromagnetic 
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radiation was responsible for creating the excited intermediate. In 1922, a discussion was 

published in which a remarkable group of scientists, Lindemann, Arrhenius, Langmuir 

and Dhar, rebutted this theory [51]. Lindemann was especially articulate pointing out that 

the unimolecular inversion of sucrose proceeds at the same rate in the sunlight as it does 

in total darkness. He also pointed out that the incident sunlight probably only penetrates 

the first 1mm of the solution. Lindemann then remarked, "After all this criticism, I 

suppose I had better put forward a constructive suggestion intended to meet Professor 

Perrin's difficulty." In summary, Lindemann's suggestion was that the population of A 

versus A is brought into thermal equilibrium with B. The time for this equilibrium to be 

established is directly related to the pressure of [B]. When [B] is high enough, this 

equilibrium is rapidly reestablished after A* -> P. In this case, the rate limiting step, for a 

given temperature, is governed by kb. On the other hand, if [B] is small, thermal 

equilibrium is established slowly compared to A* -> P, then the rate limiting step is 

governed by the formation of A , or ka[B]. 

In 1927-8, Rice, Rampsberg, and Kessel, proposed more detailed theories for 

unimolecular reactions [52]. Their combined theory often goes by the eponym, RRK. In 

summary, RRK theory states that for a unimolecular reaction to occur certain critical 

vibrations and rotations must be excited. These critical modes are treated statistically by 

attempting to answer the question: what is the probability that collision will result in an 

A* that has the critical modes excited? Later, Marcus added his thoughts, "I blended 

statistical ideas from the RRK theory of the 1920s with those of the transition state theory 

of the mid-1930s [53]." And, the theory is sometimes called RRKM in its complete form. 
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For the experiments in this dissertation, the Lindemann-Hinshelwood treatment is 

adequate. Williamson et al recently conducted experiments on the unimolecular thermal 

electron detachment of the azulene anion [9]. These experiments were conducted at 

Montana State University on the same PHPMS used for the experiments in this 

dissertation. Williamson found that the transition for low pressure to the high pressure 

region occurred at about 1 Torr. This result is unfortunate because the PHPMS has a 

pressure range from about 1-5 Torr. Therefore, ideal experiments, like comparing 1,10 

and 100 Torr results, could not be conducted. To determine if our experiments were in 

the high pressure limit, data from buffer gas pressures varying from 1-3 Torr were 

frequently compared. Because the measured rate constants in Chapter 2 and the 

equilibrium constants in Chapter 3 did not change at different buffer gas pressures, we 

can infer the experiments were conducted in the high pressure limit. 

Comparing Reaction 1-1 with Reaction 1-7, it useful to ask how do kec and kdet 

relate to ki, k _i, ka, and k -2 in the high pressure limit? The detailed answer to this 

question is contained in Appendix A. The final results are presented here as Equations 1- 

24 and 1-25. 

Kc -   K (1-24) 

k _        _J1_ 
'del - ^-i  ^ (1.25) = k. 
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Excitation and Thermal Electron Detachment 

In a 1999 personal correspondence regarding thermal electron detachment, Miller 

noted: "I've been thinking about this off and on for a long time with no obvious 

answer...for molecules whose kec and EA are known, isn't the kdet rate preordained by the 

thermodynamics equations? [54]." Indeed, the laws of thermodynamics govern the ratio 

of the electron capture rate constant and the thermal electron detachment rate constant, 

but, the magnitude of these individual terms is independent of thermodynamic quantities 

like electron affinity. 

In 1985, Kebarle proposed an equation for predicting thermal electron detachment 

rate constants as a function of temperature, EA, entropy upon negative ionization, and kec 

[55]. As will be shown below, Kebarle's equation contains an assumption that may be in 

error. More recently. Miller proposed an equation using different assumptions [17, 56]. 

Kebarle's equation is based upon transition state theory as in Equation 1-26: 

K= -—e M-       . /?7 

QMQ, ''-'"' 

where K is the equilibrium constant for Reaction 1-1, QM- and QM are the partition 

functions for M' and M respectively, EAM is the electron affinity for M, R is the molar 

gas constant, and Qe is the partition function for an electron. Kebarle treats the electron as 

a monatomic gas with ±7 spin degeneracy. Therefore Qe is given by twice the 

translational partition function as in Equation 1-27: 
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27rm kT ,i 

where V is a volume term (1 m^ for standard conditions), and me is the mass of an 

electron. Kebarle's assumption comes when he states Equation 1-28: 

Q AS»- 

where AS°ni is defined as the entropy of negative ionization given as (S anion - S neutral)- 

Kebarle asserts this to be true because of the microcanonical treatment in Equation 1-29: 

S = klnQ. (1-29) 

where Q is the number of microstates in a given macrostate. Although Q. is related to the 

partition function, they are not the same thing, and the more appropriate relationship, 

often referred to as the canonical ensemble, is given in Equation 1-30 [57]: 

A = -kTlnQ (1-30) 

where A is the Helmholtz free energy, and Q is the partition function for the whole 

system (i.e. Q = Q,„^,,,ona, +Qe,earonic + Q.itra,o,ai + Qro,a„onai )• Thcrcfore, thc relationship 

in Equation 1-28 could be given as Equation 1-31: 

Q 
n (1-31) 

^M 
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where AA is defined (A°anion - AVutrai)- Kebarle then invokes the simple relationship of 

forward and reverse rate constants to K as in Equation 1-32: 

K = ec 

'det 
(1-32) 

Combining Equations 1-26, 1-27, 1-31, and 1-32 gives a canonical form of Kebarle's 

work as Equation 1-33 

k,,=A,^x\0''T%^e 
RT 

(1-33) 

where kec is given in cc sec'' and kjet is calculated in sec''. The microcanonical form of 

Kebarle's equation with ASni instead of AAni in the exponential is shown here as Equation 

1-34. 

^^li^EA, 

15^ k,,=4.8xl0'^r%^e 
'M 

\ 
R      RT 

(1-34) 

This equation has been used at least twice in the literature [58, 59], and it will be used in 

this dissertation so data can easily be compared with the previous publications. 

Miller's treatment starts with the familiar relationship in Equation 1-32 and then 

adds another basic concept in Equation 1-35. 

AG^ = -RTlnK = AH'-TAS' (1.35) 

Miller combines the relationships in Equations 1-32 and 1-35 to develop Equation 1-36: 
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'^det - f^ecH        j,        ^ (1-36) 

where U is Loschmidt's number (2.687 x 10^^ cc''); EA is the electron affinity; AS 

entropy change as outHned below, and (H, -Ho) is a temperature correction for the 

enthalpy term as defined below. 

The AS entropy term is given below in Equation 1-37. 

'^^ ~ ^anion ~   ^neutral ~ '^electron (1-37) 

The entropy of the electron is estimated by treating it as a monatomic gas with ± ^ spin 

degeneracy and applying the Sackur-Tetrode equation as in equation 1-38 [17, 60]: 

Slcrcn =kln[2 {lekTf [in m,} {p%')' ]      (i.js) 

where e is the base of the natural logarithm, me is the mass of an electron, and p° is a 

reference pressure (101.3 kPa). The S^^-^^ - S^^^^^^^i   portion of the equation can be 

calculated with ab initio methods or estimated with commercially available software. For 

the experiments in Chapter 2, reported entropy terms were adjusted until the prediction fit 

the data. 

The (H, -Ho) term in Equation 1-36 is given here as Equation 1-39. 

T T T 

H,-Hj.= fc/ anion )dT - fc^f neutral )dT - \Cp( electron)dT (1-39) 

The anion and neutral terms are approximately the same. Therefore, Equation 1-39 can be 

simplified to just the electron term which is given in Equation 1-40 [17, 61]. 
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H-H. \Cp( electron )dT ■kT (1-40) 

Using the values in Table 1-2, thermal electron detachment rate constants can be 

calculated as a function of temperature for both the Miller and Kebarle Equation as in 

Figure 1-9. 

Table 1-2. Thermodynamic and kinetic properties of a typical molecule 

Property Value Equation 

Electron Affinity 0.68 eV = 65.6 kJ mol"' Both 

kec 2.23 X 10"^ cc sec"' Both 

Sanion - S„eu,ral +39 J mol"' K"' Miller 

ASni -3 Jmol' K"' (-0.71 e.u.) Kebarle 

800 n 

Temperature (C) 

Figure 1-9. The solid line represents the values predicted by the Equation 1-36 (Miller); 
the (+) represents values predicted by Equation 1-34 (Kebarle). 
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As can be seen in Figure 1-9, both predictive equations could be used to model 

the same data. Ultimately, Miller's work in Equation 1-36, may prove more useful 

because of the possible confusion regarding the microcanonical treatment of Kebarle's 

work in Equation 1-34. 

Methods for Measuring Resonance Electron Capture Rates 

Electron capture rates can be studied under single or multiple collision conditions 

[62]. Examples of single collision experiments include electron transfer from Rydberg 

atoms, rare gas photoionization, reversal electron attachment, and crossed beam studies. 

Theses types of experiments involve the sample molecule interacting only with the 

incoming electron or Rydberg atom. On the other hand, multiple collision experiments 

involve the sample molecule reacting first with the incoming electron followed by 

numerous collisions with a third body. The PHPMS is a multiple collision experiment. 

Other examples of multiple collision experiments include electron swarm, Cavelleri 

electron density sampling, flowing afterglow, and pulsed radiolysis. 

The Flowing afterglow with Langmuir Probe (FALP) has been used to 

successfully measure dissociative electron capture rates for some halogenated alkanes as 

well as resonance electron capture for SFe and CI2 [36, 37, 62-68]. 

In 1994, Knighton et al reported an innovative experiment using the PHPMS to 

measure electron capture rates for many substituted nitrobenzenes [20]. This study 

involved using a reference compound, R, and comparing it to the sample molecule, S, as 

in Equations 1-41-1-45: 
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R + e' -R 

S + e" 
ks 

(1-41) 

(1-42) 

I^.°'kj,[R] (1.43) 

L.-kJS] (1-44) 

L.[R] 
'''  ~ ''" L. [ S ] 0-45) 

R 

where I^ is the integrated mass spectrometry signal for compound X. Knighton used CH3I 

for his reference compound. There are two requirements for a good reference compound. 

First it must have a well studied and accepted electron capture rate constant. Second, it 

must not react with the sample molecule in any way (i.e. no transfer of electrons from 

anions to neutrals). CH3I has been well studied by FALP [64]. Further, the EA for CH3I 

is = 0.11 eV, well below the substituted nitrobenzene sample molecules which have EAs 

ranging from 0.92- 2.00 eV [20]. CH3I undergoes dissociative electron capture to form F, 

and atomic iodine has an electron affinity = 3.0 eV [69]. The electron affinity differences 

mean that no ion molecule electron transfer reactions should happen for the molecules in 

this experiment. 
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The experiments in Chapter 2 of this dissertation follow the same competitive 

model as Knighton et al used. However, SFg was used as the reference compound for 

reasons that are explained below. 

The, Suitabilitv of SF^ as a Surrogate 

SF6 is a truly unique molecule. It is thought to almost perfectly capture s-wave 

electrons [23]. It is a gas at room temperature, and experimentally, it is easy to work with. 

As a result, SFg has been extensively studied. Its electron capture rate constant is well 

known,« 2.6 x lO' cc sec' [24,26, 37, 38, 63, 65,70-72]. Its EA,« 1.0 eV, is also well 

studied [73]. Also SFe seems to have a barrier to electron transfer reactions. This 

behavior was first reported by Grimsrud in 1985 [74]. In this PHPMS study, time profiles 

of SFfi- were compared to time profiles of anions from various molecules with higher EAs 

than SF6. Although electron transfer from SFg" to the higher EA molecule should occur 

on every collision (i.e. kc - 2.0 x 10"' cc sec"'), Grimsrud noted these rate constants were 

< 10"'^ cc sec"'. Recently, Neumaier reported, in a personal communication, the reverse 

of this phenomenon [75]. Anions and dianions from fullerenes like C76, C78, and Ceo were 

trapped in an ion cyclotron mass spectrometer (ICR) with approximately 2 x 10"^ mTorr 

SFfi. The electron transfer to SFe was thermodynamically favored in each case, but no 

SFe' was seen. Reaction 1-46 is a typical example. 

Cis^' + SFe-- C78'" + SF6- AH = -0.8eV       (i-46) 
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If the fuUerene ions were accelerated in the ICR, the electron transfer reaction would 

eventually take place. But, the threshold was at about 2.0 eV. 

Conclusion 

Understanding the experiments that follow requires knowledge of several key 

points. First, the PHPMS was explained with special emphasis on how data are collected 

and examined. The plasma formed in the ion source complicates the behavior of ions and 

electrons as they diffuse to the walls. A discussion of ambipolar diffusion and the 

different types of plasmas, (i.e. electron dominated and ion dominated) was presented to 

clarify these issues. Various researchers have examined electron capture and the 

formation of long lived intermediates. Their work has been summarized to provide an 

introduction to the vocabulary and formalisms of this field. Finally, the role of the buffer 

gas and the high pressure limit has been explained both from a historic and a 

mathematical perspective. The next two chapters will present original research. In 

Chapter 2, electron capture rate constants and thermal detachment rate constants have 

been measured for several low EA molecules. Chapter 3 will answer a 30 year old 

mystery about why anions from these molecules are not seen at atmospheric conditions. 
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RESONANCE ELECTRON CAPTURE AND THERMAL DETACHMENT 

Resonance electron capture and thermal electron detachment rate constants have 

been successfully measured of benzophenone, quinoxaline and anthracene. Typical of 

chemistry literature, these measurements will be presented in two sections: a) 

experimental, and b) results and discussion. The benzophenone discussion will chronicle 

the faulty assumptions that were overcome to successfully understand the data. The main 

results with less detailed discussions will follow for quinoxaline and anthracene. Finally, 

experiments on quinazoline will be presented showing the types of problems caused by 

background O2. The quinazoline/Oa problem will lead nicely into the experiments in 

Chapter 3. 

Benzophenone 

Benzophenone has a reported electron affinity of 0.61 eV [76]. Throughout this chapter 

the benzophenone anion will be abbreviated as BP". Benzophenone has a mass of 182 

amu, and its structure is depicted in Figure 2-1. 

Figure 2-1. The molecular structure of benzophenone. 
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Fxperimental 

The PHPMS was used for all experiments. The gas handling plant was prepared 

by injecting a solution of benzophenone in toluene. Injection amounts ranged from 1.31 x 

10-^ - 1.73 X 10-^ moles of benzophenone which resulted in mixing ratios of 64.1 - 843 

ppm in the buffer gas. The Clasius-Clapyeron equation was used to estimate vapor 

pressure limits for benzophenone in the gas handling plant, transfer line, and the ion 

source; injection amounts were limited to stay below the vapor pressure limit. Pure SV, 

was injected in amounts ranging from 2.10 x 10^ - 1.11 x lO"^ moles which resulted in 

mixing ratios of 1.7 - 565 ppm in the buffer gas. SFe injection amounts were generally 

governed by the goals of each individual experiment. 

Data were collected at source pressures ranging from 2-4 torr. All experiments 

involved taking mass spectra to determine which ions were present. Then, time profiles 

were taken for each ion present. Two types of experiments were conducted. The first type 

involved setting the ion source temperature and the benzophenone concentration and 

adding successive SFe injections. The second type involved setting the SF6 and 

benzophenone concentrations and varying the ion source temperature. 

Rpgnlts and Discussion 

The initial goal of this experiment was to duplicate the Knighton study [20] 

(detailed in Chapter 1), and mass spectra were recorded for a mixture of benzophenone 

and SFe as in Figure 2-2. 
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Figure 2-2 Mass spectra of benzophenone anion and SFe" at 3 torr. (A) T - 35°C, (B) T 
50°C 4d (C) T = 75°C. The relative number density of the neutral benzophenone and 
SF^^L^llc in each spectra, but the temperature is different. Concentration of 
benzophenone = 147 ppm, SFe « 8.3 ppm (as a fraction of the buffer gas mixture). 
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_.pp^n,.n..ofBp-toSF.. As mentioned in Chapter 1. electron capture rates 

are believed to be insensitive to temperature in the range of this experiment. Therefore, 

the relative decrease in the benzophenone peak (f = 182) compared to the SF. peak 

(i!i = 146) as temperature increases is indicative of electron transfer as in Reaction 2-1. 
z 

ktransfer 

BF + SF6-BP + SF6' (2-1) 

Time profiles often reveal if an ion is being consumed or produced, and Figure 2-3 

contains the time profiles for the ions in Figure 2-2 (B). 

5  0.80 - 
00 

0 

T 

5      10     15     20     25     30 
Time (msec) 

t■^   ..f BP- <A.\ nnH SF^ fo^ taken from data collected Figure 2-3. Normalized time profile of BP (+) and b^e ^""^^^ , 
under the same conditions as the mass spectrum m Figure 2-2 (B). These data strong y 
suggest that BP" is being lost while SFe" is being produced. 
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Recall from Chapter 1 that SFe was specifically chosen as a surrogate because of 

dependent experimental evidence that it does not undergo Reaction 2-1. However, the 

time profiles in Figure 2-3 clearly indicate BF is being lost while SFe is being produced. 

In order to verify if Reaction 2-1 was actually occurring or not, standard kinetic 

experiments were conducted by adding successive SFg injections to a given 

benzophenone concentration at a set ion source temperature. The first order loss of BF 

was calculated for each SFg concentration, and the second order ktransfer rate constant was 

calculated as in Equation 2-2: 

k 
'^transfer ~~   r 017   7 (2-2) 

where k is the psuedo first order loss of BF. For a brief mathematical review of psuedo 

first order kinetics, see Appendix B. The results, in Figure 2-4, indicate that the loss of 

BF to SF6 is not a second order process. If it were second order, ktransfer would be 

constant for all SFe concentrations. So, what is happening to the BP" ? As shown in 

Reactions 1-1 and 1-7, electron capture is a reversible process. A detached electron can 

be recaptured by benzophenone (and re-detached ad infinitum), or it can be captured by 

SF6. SFfi- does not appear to detach electrons in the temperature range of these 

experiments. Therefore, once a detached electron is scavenged by SFe, it is lost. 
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In this case, Reaction 2-3 correctly describes the chemistry: 

kde, ka[SF6] 

BF ^ BP + e - SFe 
Kec 

where ka is the electron capture rate constant for SFe- 

(2-3) 

ThnePmllleDMajndDiffe^^ The thermal electron 

detachment problem just described makes the mass spectra data almost worthless for 
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calculating the electron capture rate constant for benzophenone. However, examining the 

profiles revealed a very interesting result as in Figure 2-5. time 

1.00 i> 

10 20 30 40 

8 10 

Time (msec) 

Figure 2-5 Time profiles of BV (+) and SF6- (o), taken under the same conditions as the rigure z J.   mi ^^ ^     o^ Although the 
mass spectra in figure 2-2. (A) T = 35 C, (B) T - 5U c, ana (w i & 
BF decays away faster at higher temperatures, the relative initial populations of BP and 

SFe' is not affected by temperature. 
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The initial concentrations of BP" and S¥e are essentially not affected by the ion source 

temperature. But, the rate of Reaction 2-3 is affected by the temperature. At 35°C, the 

BP- is not depleted after 40 msec. At 50°C, the BF population is depleted after 30 msec, 

and at 75°C, the BF population is depleted after 10 msec. This result is encouraging 

because the initial concentrations might be useful for calculating the electron capture rate 

constant using Equation 1-45. 

To determine whether the result in Figure 2-5 was due to actual chemistry or just 

an artifact of the PHPMS instrument, the experiment was modeled with the ffiM Kinetic 

Simulator. This software package is a stochastic differential equation solver. The 

diffusion rates for SFe' and BF were assumed to be the same. Table 2-1 shows the 

electron capture and thermal detachment rate constants required for the IBM Kinetic 

Simulator to match time profiles from the experimental data taken at 2 and 3 Torr and the 

temperatures indicated. The benzophenone concentration was = 147 ppm, and the SF6 

concentration was = 8.3 ppm (as a fraction of the buffer gas mixture). 

Table 2-1. Parameters used for the IBM Kinetic Simulator 

kdet (sec"') kec (CC SCC"') Temperature (°C) 

40 50 1.50x10 

46 

51 

55 

120 1.50x10-' 

200 1.50x10-' 

285 1-50x10-' 
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Table 2-1 continued 

Temperature (°C) kdet (sec'') kec (cc sec"') 

60 400 1.50x10"^ 

65 575 1.50x10"^ 

69 750 1.50x10"^ 

75 1100 1.50x10-^ 

In summary, the ffiM kinetic simulation program showed that the initial 

populations of each ion were directly proportional to the product of the assigned electron 

capture rate constant and the number density of the neutral species. Therefore, the 

information from the early part of the time profiles about relative concentration can be 

used in Equation 1-45 to calculate the electron capture rate constant for benzophenone. 

The other lesson learned from these simulations is that the disappearance of BP" is related 

to the thermal electron detachment rate constant and the relative amounts of SFg and 

benzophenone that are present. 

As outlined in Chapter 1, in the first few msec of the ion time profiles, the plasma 

in the ion source is electron dominated. During this time, the negative ions are essentially 

bottled in the ion source (i.e. kdiff« 0) and the electrons are diffusing to the wall. 

Unfortunately, this early region in the time profile contains the data needed to calculate 

the electron capture rate constant. To overcome this problem, the initial populations of 

BP- and SFe' vvere extrapolated from logarithmic time profiles as in Figure 2-6. 
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Figure 2-6. Logarithmic time profiles of BP" (+) and SFg" (o) demonstrating the technique 
for extrapolating the initial number densities of each ion. 

Experiments were then conducted at various temperatures, pressures and concentrations 

of SF6 and benzophenone. The measured electron capture rate constants are in Figure 2-7. 
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Figure 2-7. Measured electron capture rate constants for benzophenone. These data were 
collected at various temperatures, pressures, and relative concentrations of SFe and 
benzophenone. 
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The average resonance electron capture rate for benzophenone is 1.65 x 10" cc 

sec''. Note that the electron capture rate constant appears to be independent of 

temperature. It is also independent of pressure which indicates the experiments are being 

done in the high pressure limit. Further, kec values calculated from normalized time 

profile data were essentially the same as the values shown in Figure 2-7. 

Failure of Model at Low Number Densities. The next experimental goal was to 

measure the thermal electron detachment rate at various pressures. Appendix C contains a 

detailed mathematical workup of the differential equations that describe BF and the 

electrons. Equation 2-4 is the result of integrating and algebraically manipulating the 

differential equation. Also, the following three assumptions were invoked: 1) the 

electrons are in a steady state, 2) no electrons are being lost to diffusions, and 3) no 

impurities are present. 

''       A^ "'^^       K,   [SFJ   K,,   (-> 

The term in the left hand side of this equation has experimental meaning. On a 

Aln[BP-] ^^ ,. 
logarithimic plot of the time profile,  represents the slope of the Ime as m 

Figure 1-3. This observed first order loss is the result of BF both diffusing to the wall 

and being lost to thermal electron detachment followed by electron scavenging by SFg as 
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Mn[BF] ^j^ u   K      A 
shown in reaction 2-3 above. So, the term ^^ + W, represents the observed 

chemical loss of BP". To make Equation 2-4 less cumbersome the term k,oss has been 

invented as in Equations 2-5 and 2-6. 

y        At % 
~~ '^loss (2-5) 

/       KetK    [Ml            1 /7 yl det   a  _^  

This equation is convenient because it should be linear for a given temperature. Once the 

y intercept is established, it can be used in conjunction with the slope to calculate the 

electron capmre rate constant, kec Remember, ka (2.6 x 10"^ cc sec"') is the electron 

capture rate constant for SFe- Typical results are shown in Figure 2-8. The prediction line 

was created by using the average kec value measured in Figure 2-7, and estimations of k^et 

from the IBM Kinetic Simulator program. The data in Figure 2-8 are interesting for two 

IRP 1 
reasons. First, at higher relative SFe concentrations, j^ ^ 20, the data match the 

prediction line. However, at lower SFe concentrations the observed k,oss is higher than 
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Figure 2-8. A plot of Equation 2-4. Data were collected at 60°C and 2 -3 Torr at various 
relative SFe and benzophenone concentrations as indicated on the graph. The line is 
predicted for kec = 1.65 x 10'^ cc sec"' and kjet = 450. Benzophenone number densities (as 
a fraction of the buffer gas mixture) (o) 212 ppm, (A) 423 ppm, and (x) 843 ppm. SFe 
concentrations can be deduced by dividing the X axis value into the given benzophenone 
concentration. 

predicted by Equation 2-6 (note that in Figure 2-8, the y axis is the inverse of kioss)- 

Second, the data represented by (A) and (x) represent experimental conditions where the 

total number densities of benzophenone and SFe are 2 times and 4 times greater than the 

experiment represented by (o). The (A) and (x) higher number density data are closer to 

the prediction line than the (o) lower number density data. This result suggests that one or 

more of the assumptions listed above are incorrect. For example, what if some of the 

electrons were being lost to diffusion? In this case, kioss would be higher than predicted 
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especially in experimental conditions where the number density of electron capturing 

species was low. 

The. New Model with Flertron Diffusion. While the linear model does not appear 

useful for presenting data, it was very useful for revealing this faulty assumption. 

Equation 2-7 is the complete integrated equation describing BP' in time. 

ln[M-],= [kJM] + K,,ff+kJSFJ ) 

(2-7) 

This equation is also derived in Appendix C and involves a steady state treatment of the 

electrons. Equation 2-7 can be used to predict the slope of the logarithmic plot for a BF 

time profile. The only unknown parameters are the electron diffusion rate, keciff, and the 

concentration of high EA impurities, [X]. 

Attempts to rigorously measure the electron diffusion rate constant where not 

successful. However, using data from experiments with benzophenone and SFe at 60°C, 

and Equation 2-7, kediff was calculated for each data point. Figure 2-9 displays these 

results in a historgram. At 4 Torr and 60°C, kediff is probably between 1 x 10^ and 1 x 10^ 

sec''. 

Figure 2-10 is a comparison of predicted values for the BF versus actual 

measured values. These experiments were done over a wide range of SFg and 

benzophenone concentrations. 
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Figure 2-9. A histogram of reduced electron diffusion rate constants from experiments 
with benzophenone and SFe at 60°C. 

Data were collected at buffer gas pressures of primarily 2 and 3 Torr. The temperature 

ranged from 35-75°C; kdet for each temperature was estimated from experiments where 

the number densities of SFe and benzophenone were high, and the linear model was 

approximately correct. The data points above 750 have significantly more spread than the 

points between 200 and 600. The >750 data were collected at 75°C where kdet is high. As 

a result, the number of linear data points on the logarithmic time profile is limited, and 

the uncertainty of measured slopes is higher than the lower temperature experiments. 

The kediff value was approximated to be 5 x 10^ sec'' (at 30°C and 4 Torr). Also, an 

fJl 

impurity peak, probably from chlorobenzophenone, was noted at — = 217. To account 

for this peak, [X] was esfimated to be - 0.025% of the benzophenone concentration. 
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Figure 2-10. A comparison of benzophenone data versus calculated values of Equation 2- 
7 when the following parameters are used: kec = 1.65 x 10" cc sec" , kdiff = 92.7 sec (4 
torr 30C), iQdiff = 5 x lO' sec'' (4 torr, 30°C). Data were collected from 35 -75°C and 2-3 
Torr, kdet = 250, 450, 1200 was estimated for each data pomt based on previous 
experiments where SFg was in great excess. Electron transferring impurity - 0.025% of 
the benzophenone number density. 

Predictions of Thermal Detachment. Equation 1-34 put forth by Kebarie [55], and 

Equation 1-36 put forth by Miller [17, 56], can both be used to predict thermal electron 

detachment rate constants as a function of temperature. Table 2-2 shows the 

thermodynamic values used for the Miller and Kebarie equations to predict the data. 

Figure 2-11 compares measured thermal detachment rate constants to predicted values 

from both the Kebarie and the Miller equations. 
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 Table 2-2. Thermodynamic and kinetic properties of benzophenone 

Property Value Equation 

Electron Affinity 0.61 eV = 58.9 kJ mol"' Both 

kec 1.65 X 10"^ cc sec"* Both 

+38.5 J mol"* K'' Miller 

-3.3 J mol"* K'' (-.79 e.u.) Kebarle 

^anion "" ^neutral 
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Figure 2-11. Thermal electron detachment predictions for BP' using the Kebarle and 
Miller equations with the parameters in Table 2-2. (o) are measured data for BP". The 
solid lines which lie almost on top of each other are the predictions from each equation. 

Efforts to Stabilize BP" with SiF^ 

Williamson et al has reported a clustering reaction between BP" and SiF4 as 

indicated in Reaction 2-8 [77]. 

BF + SiF4 -- (BP^SiFJ (2-8) 
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Williamson suggests that this reaction lies far enough to the right that it might stop 

thermal electron detachment. If this hypothesis is true, electron capture rate constants for 

benzophenone could be measured by comparing the (BP»SiF4)' peak (— = 286) with the 

SFe peak in typical mass spectra as in Figure 2-12. Comparing the spectra in Figure 2-12 

A and B, shows that SiF4 does protect BP' from thermal electron detachment. But, 

comparing the spectra in Figure 2-12 B and C reveals that the (BP«SiF4)' peak is 

relatively larger at lower temperatures. This increased signal implies that Reaction 2-8 is 

not shifted completely to the right as suggested by Williamson. And while SiF4 is useful 

for qualitatively detecting BP" at high temperatures, it is not useful for quantitative 

electron capture rate constant determinations. 

Quinoxaline 

Quinoxaline has a reported electron affinity of 0.68 eV [76]. Throughout this 

chapter the quinoxaline anion will be abbreviated Qx". Quinoxaline has a mass of 130 

amu, and its structure is depicted in Figure 2-13. 

Experimental 

The PHPMS was used for all experiments. The gas handling plant was prepared 

by injecting a solution of quinoxaline in toluene. Injection amounts ranged from 1.27 x 

10"^ - 7.52 X 10"^ moles of quinoxaline which resulted in mixing ratios of 61 ppm - 36.8 

ppt in the buffer gas. 
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A 

0 100 200 300 

Figure 2-12. Mass spectra for the (BP»SiF4)' experiment. Spectrum A is at 90°C with 416 
ppm benzophenone and 26 ppm SFe- Spectrum B is the addition of 18.4 ppm SiF4. 
Spectrum C is the same mixture at 61°C 
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Figure 2-13. The molecular structure of quinoxaline. 

The Clasius-Clapyeron equation was used to estimate vapor pressure limits for 

quinoxaline in the gas handling plant, transfer line, and the ion source; injection amounts 

were limited to stay below the vapor pressure limit. Pure SFe was injected in amounts 

ranging from 6.98 x 10"' - 1.85 x 10"^ moles which resulted in mixing ratios of 0.3 - 94 

ppm in the buffer gas. SFe injection amounts were generally governed by the goals of 

each individual experiment. 

Data were collected at source pressures ranging from 2-4 torr. All experiments 

involved taking mass spectra to determine which ions were present. Then, time profiles 

were taken for each ion present. Two types of experiments were conducted. The first type 

involved setting the ion source temperature and the quinoxaline concenfration and adding 

successive SFe injections. The second type involved setting the SFg and quinoxaline 

concentrations and varying the ion source temperature. 

Results and Discussion 

Similar to benzophenone, electron capture rate constants were calculated for 

quinoxaline by extrapolating the initial relative concentrations of Qx" and SFe' from 
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logarithmic time profiles. Figure 2-14 shows the calculated rate constants versus pressure 

and temperature. 
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Figure 2-14. Measured electron capture rate constants for quinoxaline. These data were 
collected at various temperatures, pressures, and relative concentrations of SFe and 
quinoxaline. 

Similar to benzophenone, the quinoxaline experiments appear to be in the high pressure 

limit, and the electron capture rate does not seem to vary with temperature. The average 

electron capture rate is 2.31 x 10"^ cc sec"'. Even though the EA of quinoxaline is 

approximately 0.07 eV higher than benzophenone, quinoxaline captures electrons about 

seven times slower. 

Equation 2-7 can also be used to compare the measured sloped of the Qx' 

logarithmic time profiles to predicted values as shown in Figure 2-15. As might be 

expected, the same reduced electron diffusion rate constant used for the benzophenone 

experiments also works reasonable well to explain the quinoxaline data. 
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Figure 2-15. A comparison of the quinoxaline data versus calculated values of Equation 
2-7 when the following parameters are used: kec = 2.31 x 10"^ cc sec"', kdiff= 92.7 sec' (4 
torr, 30C), kediff =5x10^ sec"' (4 torr, 30C) Data were collected from 75°-145°C and 2-4 
Torr, kdet was estimated for each data point based on previous experiments were SFe was 
in great excess. 

The thermal electron detachment rate constants can also be calculated using the 

Kebarle or Miller equations, Equations 1-34 and 1-36 respectively, with the parameters in 

Table 2-3. 

 Table 2-3. Thermodynamic and kinetic properties of quinoxaline 

Property Value Equation 

Electron Affinity 0.68 eV = 65.6 kJ mol"' 

Kec 

^anion ~ ^neutral 

ASni 

2.31 X lO'^ccsec"' 

+39 J mol"' K"' 

3.0 J mol"' K"' (-0.72 e.u.) 

Both 

Both 

Miller 

Kebarle 
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Figure 2-16 compares measured thermal electron detachment rate constants with 

predictions from the Kebarle and Miller Equations. 

70 90 110 

Temperature (C) 

150 

Figure 2-16. Thermal electron detachment predictions for Qx" using the Kebarle and 
Miller equations with the parameters in Table 2-3. (o) are measrured data for Qx. The 
dashed line is from the Kebarle equation, and solid line is from the Miller equation 

While quinoxaline captures electrons slower than benzophenone, comparing Figures 2-16 

and 2-11 reveals that quinoxaline also detaches electrons much more slowly than 

benzophenone. 

Anthracene 

Anthracene has a reported electron affinity of 0.54 eV [76]. Throughout this 

chapter the anthracene anion will be abbreviated as A". Anthracene has a mass of 178 

amu, and its structure is depicted in Figure 2-17. 
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Figure 2-17. The molecular structure of anthracene. 

Experimental 

The PHPMS was used for all experiments. The gas handling plant was prepared 

by injecting a saturated solution of anthracene in toluene. Injection amounts ranged from 

2.24 X 10'^ - 3.59 x 10"^ moles of anthracene which resulted in mixing ratios of 10.6 - 

196.2 ppm in the buffer gas. The Clasius-Clapyeron equation was used to estimate vapor 

pressure limits for anthracene in the gas handling plant, transfer line, and the ion source; 

injection amounts were limited to stay below the vapor pressure limit. Pure SFe was 

injected in amounts ranging from 5.39 x 10'^ - 7.02 x 10'"' moles which resulted in 

mixing ratios of 0.3 - 3.6 ppm in the buffer gas. SFe injection amounts were generally 

governed by the goals of each individual experiment. 

Data were collected at source pressures ranging from 2-4 torr. All experiments 

involved taking mass spectra to determine which ions were present. Then, time profiles 

were taken for each ion present. Experiments involved setting the SFe and anthracene 

concentrations and varying the ion source temperature. 
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Results and Discussion 

Electron capture rate constants were measured in the same fashion as 

benzophenone and quinoxaline. However, the logarithmic time profiles of A" appeared 

abnormal at higher pressure as shown in Figure 2-18. 
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Figure 2-18. Time profiles of A' at 2 Torr (o), 3 Torr ( ), and 4 Torr (A) demonstrating 
the non-linear behavior as pressure increases. The full and dashed lines show indicate 
how the 4 torr data might consist of time profiles from two different anions. 

The time profiles in Figure 2-18, suggest that an impurity with the same unit mass as 

anthracene could be present in the sample. 
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Close examination of the 4 Torr data reveals that from about 5-10 msec the logarithmic 

time profile is linear with a slope given by the dashed line. After 15 msec, the logarithmic 

time profile is linear with a less steep slope given by the solid line. This flattening of the 

time profile lowers the extrapolated value for the initial concentration of A". Because this 

flattening is more prevalent at higher pressures, the measured electron capture rate 

constants appear to have a negative pressure dependence as shown in Figure 2-19. 
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Figure 2-19. Calculated electron capture rate constants calculated from the logarithmic 
time profiles for anthracene. 

Efforts were made to identify the phantom impurity. High resolution mass spectra 

revealed a peak at 179 amu, but this peak is explained by the carbon 13 isotope. The 

resolution of the PHPMS quadrupole mass spectrometer was not good enough to conduct 

more meaningful experiments. 
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As will be shown in Chapter 3, it is also possible for A' to react with O2 and H2O 

to form various cluster products. These clustering reactions are reversible. So, another 

explanation for the non-linear behavior in Figure 2-18 is that the reverse cluster reactions 

are replenishing the A' population. However, mass spectra for these experiments showed 

very low intensity signals for these cluster products. 

In summary, extrapolating the initial concentrations of SFe" and A" from the 

logarithmic time profiles does not appear to work for anthracene like it did for 

benzophenone and quinoxaline. To solve this problem, normalized time profiles for 

benzophenone and quinoxaline were compared with the logarithmic time profiles. And 

for both of these molecules the electron capture rate constants calculated from the 

logarithmic time profiles were in good agreement with those calculated from normalized 

time profiles. Normalized time profiles for anthracene from the same data that lead to 

Figure 2-19 were used to calculate the electron capture rate constants shown in 

Figure 2-20. 
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Figure 2-20. Measured electron capture rate constants for anthracene. These data were 
collected at various temperatures, pressures, and relative concentrations of SFe and 
anthracene. 
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As can be seen by comparing Figures 2-19 and 2-20 the normalized time profiles 

lead to more behaved electron capture rate constants. The average kec = 2.09 x 10" cc 

sec"\ As with benzophenone and quinoxaline, Equation 2-7 can be used to predict the 

slope of the logarithmic time profiles for a given set of parameters as in Figure 2-21. 
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Figure 2-21. A comparison of anthracene data versus calculated values of Equation 2-7 
when the following parameters are used: kec = 2.09 x 10'^ cc sec"', kjiff = 92.7 sec" (4 torr, 
30C), kediff = 5 X lO'* sec"' (4 torr, 30C) Data were collected from 40-8rc and 2-4 Torr, 
kdet was estimated for each data point similar to previous benzophenone and quinoxaline 
experiments. 

Once again the same electron diffusion term used for the previous molecules 

explains the anthracene data. 
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The thermal electron detachment rate constants can also be predicted using the 

Kebarle or Miller equations, Equations 1-34 and 1-36 respectively, with the parameters in 

Table 2-4. 

Table 2-4. Thermodynamic and kinetic properties of anthracene. 

Property Value Equation 

Electron Affinity 0.54 eV = 52.1 kJmol' Both 

Kei :C 
2.09 X 10"^ cc sec'' Both 

Sanion-Sneutra, -^42 J mol"' K' Miller 

^S : 0.0 J mol"' K"' (0.0 e.u.) Kebarle 
'ni 

Figure 2-22 compares measured thermal electron detachment rate constants with 

predicted values from the Kebarle and Miller equations using the parameters in 

Table 2-4. One caution should be noted regarding the measured thermal electron 

detachment rate constants. These data are collected from the slope of the logarithmic time 

profiles. As mentioned earlier, these data, especially at high pressures, are suspect for 

anthracene. To be certain, the measured detachment rates are at least as high as they 

appear in Figure 2-22; they could, in fact, be higher. 

Ouinazoline 

Quinazoline has a mass of 130 amu, and its EA has been reported at 0.56 eV [76]. 

Throughout this section the quinazoline anion will be abbreviated Qz'. 
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Figure 2-22 Thermal electron detachment predictions for A" using the Kebarle and Miller 
equations with the parameters in Table 2-4. (o) are measrured data for A. The dashed 
line is from the Kebarle equation, and solid line is from the Miller equation. 

It is the meta-substituted isomer of quinoxaline as shown in Figure 2-23. 

Figure 2-23. The molecular structure of quinazoline. 

Experimental 

The PHPMS was used for all experiments. The gas handling plant was prepared 

by injecting a solution of quinazoline in toluene. Injection amounts ranged from 1.38 x 

10"^ - 2.27 X 10"^ moles of quinazoline which resulted in mixing ratios of 66 -102 ppm in 
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the buffer gas. The Clasius-Clapyeron equation was used to estimate vapor pressure 

limits for quinazoline in the gas handling plant, transfer line, and the ion source; injection 

amounts were limited to stay below the vapor pressure limit. Pure SF5 was injected in 

amounts ranging from 1.05 x 10"^ - 9.06 x 10"^ moles which resulted in mixing ratios of 

0.1 - 0.9 ppm in the buffer gas. SFe injection amounts were generally governed by the 

goals of each individual experiment. 

Data were collected at source pressures ranging from 2-4 torr. All experiments 

involved taking mass spectra to determine which ions were present. Then, time profiles 

were taken for each ion present. Experiments involved setting the SF^ and quinazoline 

concentrations and varying the ion source temperature. 

Results and Discussion 

Quinazoline immediately presented a problem as indicated in Figure 2-24. In this case, 

there are two peaks of almost equal intensity, the Qz' peak at 130 amu and another peak 

at 162 amu. From the experiments in Chapter 3 it will be shown that 162 amu ion is the 

(QZ.O2)- cluster. However, no oxygen was added to produce this spectrum. The PHPMS 

is fitted with O2 and H2O traps, but background levels of these impurities are probably 1- 

5 ppm. This small amount of O2 is responsible for signal at 162 amu as shown in 

Reactions 2-9. 

QZ ■ + O2--(Qz*02y ^ ? (2-9) 
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Figure 2-24   Typical mass spectrum for quinazoline taken at 3.0 Torr and 35°C. 
QuTnLline conSntration was 102 ppm (as a fraction of the buffer gas). 

The question mark in Reaction 2-9 is important. Again Chapter 3 will address how 

(QZ.O2)- reacts with H^O. Further, the O^ may not thermally detach electrons, or it might 

detach them much slower than Qz" alone. The normalized time profiles showed that 

Reaction 2-9 did not reach a steady state equilibrium condition in the time scale of these 

experiments. 

While Reaction 2-9 is obviously a complication, it occurs after the Qz" is 

formed. So. it is conceivable that the initial concentrations of SFe" and Qz" could still be 

used to measure the electron capture rate constant. Figure 2-25 shows measured electron 

capture rate contants from both the logarithmic and the normalized time profiles. The 
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results are interesting for two reasons. First the values calculated from the normalized 

time profiles (average - 7.67 x lO' cc sec') are about 3.4 times larger than the values 

calculated by the logarithmic time profiles (average - 2.23 x W cc sec"'). Second, the 

values calculated with logarithmic fime profiles show a linear decrease with temperature 

(R^=. 0.94). Tieating the quinazoline data the same as the anthracene leads us to inter that 

the electron capture rate constant is - 7.67 x lO' ce sec'. However, uncertainty about the 

effects of the Oa clustering reaction leads to greater uncertainty in this measurement than 

with the previous molecules. 

Thermal electron detachment is also complicated by the O2 clustering reaction. 

Although not explicitly stated in the literature, h is generally accepted that a cluster 

anion, like (Qz.O.y, does not directly detach electrons. Rather, it falls apart and then the 

molecular anion, Qz, detaches the electron. If this premise is true, the clustering reaction 

would have the effect of acting as a reservoir of protection against thermal detachment, 
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and, measured thermal electron detachment rate constants would be only a fraction of 

their true value. If the first half of Reaction 2-9 reached equilibrium, the steady state 

concentrations of Qz " and (Qz.Oa)- could be used with the equations in Appendix C to 

adjust the measured values. Unfortunately, Reaction 2-9 does not reach equilibrium in the 

time scale of these experiments. 

Measured thermal electron rate constants shown here in Figure 2-26 represent a 

minimum for each temperature. 
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Figure 2-26. Observed loss of Qz " to thermal electron detachment. The measured values 
have not been corrected for the effects of the O2 clustering reaction. 

The actual rate constants could be 2-5 times bigger. 
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Conclusion 

Electron capture and thermal electron detachment rate constants were measured 

for benzophenone, quinoxaline and anthracene. In addition, the loss of electrons by 

diffusion was determined to be important in making these measurements, and the electron 

diffusion rate, in the plasma conditions present in the PHPMS, was determined to 

approximately 300 times greater than the diffusion rate for negative ions. Once the 

electron capture rate constant is known, predictive equations for thermal electron 

detachment, previously purposed by Kebarle and Miller can be used to calculate the 

thermal electron rate constant as a function of temperature. Table 2-5 summarizes the 

findings for each compound. 

Table 2-5. Summary of kinetic and thermodynamic properties for each molecule  

Compound kec (cc sec'') EA (eV) Sanion -i>nuetral 

(J K"' mol"') 
ASni 

(J K-' mor') 

Benzophenone 1.65x10"^ 0.61 -h38.5 -3.3 

Quinoxaline 2.31 X 10"^ 0.68 +39 -3.0 

Anthracene 2.09 X 10-^ 0.54 +42 0.0 

Quinazoline 2.0 - 9.0 X 10'^ 0.56 not reported not reported 

Both anthracene and quinazoline produced complicated time profiles. Reactions 

with 02 were demonstrable problematic for quinazohne, and Oa may have contributed to 

the abnormal time profiles for anthracene. As will be explored in detail in Chapter 3, O^ 
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and another ever present impurity, H^O, having been causing problems in the detection of 

anions from low EA molecules for the past 30 years. 
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FAILURE TO DETECT THESE ANIONS AT ATMOSPHERIC CONDITIONS 

Introduction 

In the environmental, biomedical and forensic sciences, an ever-increasing need 

exists for the trace detection and analysis of specific substances in complex samples. 

Everyday applications include finding a particular pollutant in a sample of lake water, 

determining Freon concentrations in the atmosphere, and searching for toxins in body 

fluids. 

Some of the most promising methods that have been developed have been based 

on the gas phase negative ionization of compounds by the attachment of thermal-energy 

electrons as symbolized by Reaction 3-1 [2, 78-81]: 

e" + M^ M' (3-1) 

For compounds with a large positive EA, > 1.0 eV, the second order forward rate 

constants, kec, is often very large, on the order of 10"' cc sec"' [20]. This fast reaction 

accounts for the extraordinarily high sensitivity that can be obtained by methods based on 

REC. The most common instruments are the electron capture detector (ECD) [82-84], the 

ion mobility spectrometer (IMS) [85], the atmospheric pressure ionization mass 

spectrometer (APIMS) [86], the ion mobility spectrometer with detection by mass 

spectrometry (IMS/MS) [87], and the negative chemical ionization mass spectrometer 

(NCIMS) [79, 80]. 
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Two problems have been encountered with these methods that rely on electron 

capture and the formation of negative ions. First, as indicated by the double arrow, 

Reaction 1 is reversible. This elementary step, also well detailed in the previous chapters, 

is called thermal electron detachment (TED). It is a particularly undesirable reaction 

since it completely destroys the molecular anions of interest and the associated response 

to the analyte, M. The rates of TED reactions increase strongly with increased 

temperature and decreased EA of M (this relationship is mathematically described by 

equation 1-32 and 1-34 in Chapter 1) so that, at commonly used ion source temperatures 

of about 150°C or greater, TED typically becomes unacceptably fast for compounds 

having EA values of less than about 0.78 eV [55,58,79]. Second, some classes of 

compounds react with trace levels of oxygen and water (both are commonly present in 

the buffer gas of an ion source). For example, the molecular anions of halogenated 

aromatic hydrocarbons are consumed in reactions with oxygen [88]. Molecular anions of 

perfluorinated aliphatic hydrocarbons also undergo fast side reactions with trace levels of 

water [89]. 

A recent report [77] demonstrated that the detrimental effects of the TED reaction 

on the REC mass spectra of some low electron affinity compounds (such as 

benzophenone) obtained at relatively high ion source temperatures could be overcome by 

the intentional addition of small amounts of silicon tetrafluoride to the ion source buffer 

gas. Due to a strong Lewis acid-base interaction between SiF4 and the molecular anions 

of low-EA conipounds that have a sterically unhindered Lewis base site, a strong 

molecular anion - SiF4 complex is formed which prevented the TED reaction for low EA 
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compounds. As explained in the benzophenone section in Chapter 2, the SiF4 reaction 

appears to be reversible. Therefore, TED is not stopped completely. Rather, a fraction of 

the parent anion is protected from TED while it is in the anion - SiF4 complex. As a 

result, the addition of SiF4 is useful only for qualitative detection of low EA compounds. 

Another means of minimizing the TED reaction of low EA compounds is to 

simply lower the temperature of the ion source [80]. In this way, a point should be 

reached where the lifetime of the molecular anion against TED would be long relative to 

its lifetime against normal ion loss processes (either recombination with positive ions or 

diffusion to the walls) and the mass spectra thereby produced should include an intense 

molecular anion. 

However, when using ion sources of relatively high pressure, as in APIMS or 

MS, along with relatively low ion source temperatures, we have found great difficulty in 

observing molecular anions, as expected. For example, in spite of numerous attempts to 

observe and study the molecular anions of aromatic compounds of EA lower than about 

0.7 eV (such as benzophenone, anthracene and azulene), we have observed a molecular 

anion only for the case of azulene [90], even with use of ion source temperatures as low 

as 20°C. It is interesting to note that this observation was also made some 25 years ago by 

Homing, Carrol and Dzidic [82], the first practitioners of APIMS. 

In recent additional observations of our own by IMS/MS, we have also noted that 

when low EA compounds, such as benzophenone and anthracene, are added to the ion 

source at relatively low temperatures, the intensity of an ion at m/z = 50 is significantly 

increased (Figures 3-1). 
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Figure 3-1. IMS spectra of anthracene demonstrating the absence of an M' m/z = 178 
peak and the presence of the m/z = 50 peak. IMS spectra of benzophenone demonstrating 
the absence of an M" m/z = 182 peak and the presence of the m/z = 50 peak. 

Since a likely assignment for the identity of this ion is (02*H20)', this observation 

suggests that if molecular anions are being produced in these cases, they are being rapidly 

destroyed by reactions involving trace levels of oxygen and water both of which 

commonly have partial pressures approaching the mTorr level in the buffer gases of one 

atmosphere total pressure. In the present study, this possibility is explored in detail and is, 

indeed, shown to explain the lack of REC responses to low EA compounds in high 

pressure ion sources at low ion source temperatures. This study also reveals a novel 

mechanism for the reaction of molecular anions with water and oxygen that is shown to 

be uniquely fast for low EA compounds. It is also shown that the new reaction processes 

revealed here offers a simple and reliable means for determining the EA of compounds 

having EAs less than about 0.7 eV. 
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Experimental 

A pulsed high pressure mass spectrometer (PHPMS) was used for all experiments. 

The PHPMS was constructed in our laboratory and has been described in detail 

previously [77,91]. Chapter 1 describes how the instrument is set up as well as 

summarizes the types of experiments and data that can be interrogated. For the present 

experiments, a gaseous mixture consisting of small quantities of water, oxygen, and the 

low EA compound of interest, M, were added to a methane buffer gas, in an associated 

gas handling plant. This mixture then flowed slowly through the ion source of the 

PHPMS. The ion source pressure was set to some constant value between 1 and 4 Torr. 

The ion source temperature was generally held constant at 50°C. A brief pulse (20 ^is) of 

3000 eV electrons produced positive ions and electrons within the ion source. In the 

methane buffer gas, these secondary electrons were rapidly thermalized and then captured 

primarily by the compound M (Reaction 3-1) to form molecular anions, M", which are 

also rapidly brought to thermal energy by collisions with the buffer gas. At the relatively 

low temperature used, the primary loss of these M' ions will not be by their TED 

reactions, but will be shown to be by reactions with oxygen and water. The number 

density of ions within the source is sufficiently low so that the dominant loss of total 

negative charge is by diffusion to the ion source walls rather than by recombination with 

positive ions [8]. Relative ion abundances within the ion source are determined as a 

function of time after the electron pulse by measuring the relative ion wall currents; that 

is, by observing the ions that pass through a narrow slit on one wall of the ion source into 
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a vacuum chamber where the ions are mass analyzed (quadrupole mass filter), detected 

(ion-counting channeltron) and time analyzed (multichannel sealer). 

Results and Discussion 

In order to mimic the absolute concentrations of water and oxygen that might 

commonly be present in an ion source at one atmosphere pressure, small amounts of 

water (0.9 mTorr) and oxygen (0.5 mTorr) were added to the methane buffer gas (3.0 

Torr) of our PHPMS. The negative ion mass spectrum thereby produced is shown in 

Figure 3-2. At the attenuation setting used for this mass spectrum, a very weak signal is 

noted at m/z = 50, presumed to be due to the negative ion, (Oj^HiO)'. 

This ion was possibly formed by the REC reaction of O2, followed by the 

hydration of the resulting O2" ion by water. The observed low intensity of this ion can be 

attributed to the very low rate constant for the REC reaction by oxygen. The pseudo 

second-order rate constant for the attachment of thermal energy electrons to oxygen at 

50°C in nitrogen buffer gas at 3 Torr pressure is estimated to be only about 1 x 10"'^ cm^ 

s"' [92], which is about 6 orders of magnitude slower than the rate constants of fast REC 

processes, for example, those of numerous substituted nitrobenzene compounds are 

known to exceed 1 x 10'^ cm^ s"' [20]. 

The mass spectrum shown in Figure 3-2 B was then obtained after adding 0.06 

mTorr of anthracene to the same gas mixture that was used to produce the spectrum in 

Figure 3-2 A. Under these conditions, it is noted that only a small amount of the 

molecular anion, M", for anthracene at m/z = 178 is detected. 
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Figure 3-2. (A) The negative ion mass spectrum obtained with 0.5 mTorr oxygen and 0.9 
mTorr water present in the methane buffer gas of the PHPMS ion source. The total 
pressure is 3.0 Torr and the ion source temperature is 50°C. (B) The negative ion 
spectrum obtained immediately after 0.06 mTorr anthracene was also added to the ion 
source mixture described in part A. 

The much more important effects of anthracene's addition are noted for the ions of lower 

mass, which are not materially related to anthracene. The most abundant of these is the 

ion at m/z = 50, again thought to be (02»H20)', and the next most abundant ion at m/z = 

68 is thought to be (02«(H20)2)". An ion of low intensity at m/z = 60 is thought to be due 

to CO3" which is probably also formed from (02«H20)" by its reaction with trace levels of 
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C02 in the buffer gas. An ion of minor abundance at m/z = 126 is thought to be due to 

presence of an unknown impurity possibly introduced with anthracene. Finally, an ion at 

m/z = 210 is also invariably observed with anthracene and oxygen simultaneously present 

in the ion source, although the intensity of this ions is very low under the specific 

conditions of the experiment shown in Figure 3-2 B. This ion is thought to be due to an 

anthracene-oxygen adduct ion, (M^Oa)'. In summary, the spectra in Figure 3-2 are 

roughly those which we have been typically observed whenever anthracene or other 

compound of similarly low EA has been introduced to an atmospheric pressure ion 

source set to a relatively low temperature. Instead of observing an intense M" ion, as 

expected, the intensity of the (02»H20)" ion is greatly increased. 

Determination of the Mechanism 

In order to obtain information concerning the dynamics of the reactions that 

produced the unexpected spectrum shown in Figure 3-2, measurements of relative ion 

intensities were also made as a function of time after the e-beam pulses. Again using the 

case of anthracene as an example, one set of measurements of this type is shown in 

Figure 3-3. Under the conditions of reagent concentrations used in this case, the 

molecular anion of anthracene, M", is the major ion initially formed by its REC reaction 

immediately after the e-beam pulse. However, within only about 2 ms after the pulse, the 

relative abundance of M" has been decreased to a terminal level of about 0.30 and that of 

the (02»H20)' ion has increased to a terminal level of about 0.55. 
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Figure 3-3. PHPMS measurements of the relative intensities of the major ions, M " (x), 
O2" (*), (M*02)" ( ) and (02»H20)" (A), observed as a function of time after the e-beam 
pulse with 0.80 mTorr oxygen, 0.050 mTorr water and 0.17 mTorr anthracene present in 
the ion source. The total methane buffer gas pressure is 3.0 Torr and the ion source 
temperature is 50°C. 

Over this short period of time, an O2" ion and the anthracene-oxygen adduct ion, (M»02)", 

have also each reached terminal levels of about 0.07. Over the entire period from about 2 

ms to 10 ms after the pulse, either a state of chemical equilibrium or a steady dynamic 

state appears to have been reached in which the relative abundances of these four ions 

remain constant. 

In attempting to identify the detailed reactions and mechanism that produced the 

spectrum in Figure 3-2 and the time dependencies shown in Figure 3-3, it is appropriate 

to first consider the most obvious candidate which is primarily based on well-known 
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negative ion-molecule reactions. This mechanism will be referred to here as Model A and 

consists of the series of reactions shown below: 

M" + O2 ^ M + O2" (3-2) 

O2" + H2O -- (02»H20)' (3-3) 

M" + O2 -^ (M»02)' (3-4) 

These reactions are assumed to occur immediately after the molecular anion, M', has 

been formed by the e-beam pulse and Reaction 3-1. Reaction 3-2 is a simple electron 

transfer from the molecular anion to oxygen. The rate constants for the forward and 

reverse directions can be readily estimated. The reverse reaction is expected to occur with 

collision frequency [93] and, therefore, will be about k.2 = 2 x 10"^ cc s''. The rate 

constant for the forward reaction can be estimated from Ica and the equilibrium constant, 

K2 = ka/k .2, expected for this reaction which can be deduced from K2 = exp (-AG°2/ 

RT). The standard free energy change, AG°2, for Reaction 3-2 is adequately provided by 

the difference in the electron affinities of oxygen and anthracene [73]. Using a literature 

value of EA02 = 0.45 eV [94,95] and the EA of anthracene to be determined here, EAM 

= 0.54 eV, an estimate of k2 = 8 x 10''' cc s"' at 50°C is obtained. Rate constants for both 

the forward and reverse directions of Reaction 3-3 can be obtained from previous 

determinations of the third-order rate constant for the forward direction [96] and the total 

free energy change, AG°3 = -11.9 kcal mol' for this reaction at 50°C [97]. From this 

information, a second order rate constant of about ks = 2 x 10''' cc $'' and a first order 
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rate constant of about L3 = 4 s"' are obtained under the present reaction conditions of 3.0 

Torr total pressure and 50°C. The combination of Reaction 3-2 and 3-3 in Model A 

provide for the conversion of M' to (02»H20)". Reaction 3-4 is included in Model A in 

order to account for the observed production of the adduct ion, (M«02)', and as a side 

reaction, is envisioned to play no role in the conversion of M' to (02»H20)' ions. In order 

to account for the position of equilibrium for Reaction 3-4 and the rapid achievement of 

this state observed in Figure 3-5, a near coUisional second-order rate constant of k4 = 1 x 

10'^ cc s'' and a first-order rate constant of IC4 = 8 x lO'* s'' have been assigned to the 

forward and reverse directions of Reaction 3-4, respectively, in Model A. In order to 

determine whether Model A provides an adequate explanation of the dynamics of the 

anthracene reaction system, a computer simulation (using a deterministic differential 

equation problem solving routine) of the pulsed e-beam experiment based on Model A 

was created and is shown in Figure 3-4. In comparing this prediction with the 

experimental results shown in Figure 3-3, it is noted that the final equilibrium state 

predicted by Model A is, indeed, in good agreement with the experimental results. 

However, it is also noted that the time required to achieve this terminal state by Model A 

is about 200 times longer (0.4 s) than was required in the experiment (2 ms). Therefore, 

Model A does not adequately describe the processes by which the M ' ions of anthracene 

were converted to (02»H20)' ion in Figure 3-2. 
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Another candidate mechanism, which will be referred to here as Model B, can be 

envisioned simply by adding Reaction 3-5 to Reactions 3-2, 3-3 and 3-4 of Model A. 

(M»02)' + O2" ^ (02»H20)' (3-5) 

02-(H20) 

i 

-I 1 1 1 1 1 1       I 

0.0        0.2        0.4        0.6        0.8        1.0 

time (sec) 

Figure 3-4. The relative intensities of the major ions, M", O2', (M«02)" and (02«H20)" 
predicted by the candidate mechanism. Model A, as a function of time under the ion 
source conditions described in Figure 3-3. 

In the new model thereby created, Reaction 3-4, which is very fast in the forward 

direction, along with Reaction 3-5 becomes the major means for conversion of M' to 

(02»H20)" ions. Reaction 3-5 might be viewed as a cluster exchange reaction in which a 
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water molecule replaces the molecule, M, in the MOa' complex ion. An interesting point 

concerning Reaction 3-5 is that if the center of negative charge density within the 

complex ion, (M'Oa)", lies within the molecule M rather than O2 (as might be expected 

from the fact that EAM > EA02), then motion along the reaction coordinate towards the 

transition state for Reaction 3-5 would involve a shift in negative charge density from the 

M to O2 molecules within the complex ion. Alternately, it is also possible that the center 

of negative charge within the (M-Oa)' actually lies within the O2 species, in spite of its 

lower EA, possibly due to the increased ion clustering potential of the molecule, M, over 

that of O2. 

In order to estimate rate constants for the forward and reverse directions of 

Reaction 3-5, the same procedure as was previously applied to Reaction 3-4 will be used. 

That is, it is assumed that the steady-state condition which is achieved by the 

intermediate ion, (M»02)", and the product ion, (02»H20)-, in Figure 3-3 is an equilibrium 

condition for Reaction 3-5. With this assumption, an equilibrium constant for Reaction 5, 

K5 = ks/ k .5 = 25, is determined from the measured ratio of (M*02)' and (02«H20)" ion 

intensities in Figure 3-5 at any time after t = 2 ms and the known concentrations of H2O 

and M within the ion source. The magnitudes of ks and k.5 were then varied until the 

model provided the best fit to the observed time dependencies of ion intensities. With 

estimates of kj = 2 x 10"^ cc s"' and k .5 = 8 x 10"'' cc s"', and using the same rate 

constants as used in Model A for Reactions 3-2, 3-3 and 3-4, the time dependencies 
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predicted by Model B are shown in Figure 3-5 to be in very good agreement with the 

experimental results in Figure 3-3. 
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Figure 3-5 The relative intensities of the major ions, M', Oz", (M-Oj)' and (Oj^HzO) 
predicted by the candidate mechanism, Model B, as a function of time under the ion 
source conditions described in Figure 3-3. 

In summary, while Reactions 2 and 3 must be occurring and account for the 

steady-state abundance of Oz" observed in this case, they are of minor importance in the 

observed fast conversion of M' ions to 02'(H20) ions. This is thought to be caused 

primarily by the sequence of Reactions 4 and 5, both of which are sufficiently fast in both 

directions as to cause the rapid achievement of a true equilibrium condition between 

these two ions. 
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In Figure 3-6, a PHPMS experiment is shown where quinazohne rather than 

anthracene was used as the low EA compound, relative intensity with the (M-Oz)" ion 

being significantly more intense than it was for anthracene in Figure 3-3. For this reason, 

much less oxygen and much more water was used in order to have significant ion 

abundances of these three major ions throughout the period of measurement. 
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Figure 3-6 PHPMS measurements of the relative intensities of the major ions, M" (x), 
(M.O2) -(*), (M.O2.H2O)- (-), (O2.H2O)- (A), and (O2 .(H20)2)- (o), observed as a 
function of time after the e-beam pulse with 0.15 mTorr oxygen, 1.06 mTorr water and 
0.38 mTorr quinazoline present in the ion source. The total methane buffer gas pressure is 
3.0 Torr and the ion source temperature is 50°C. 
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Under these conditions, the ions M", (M-Oz)" and (Oa^HaO)" again have significant 

Because a higher water concentration was used in this case, two higher-order water 

cluster ions, (M.O2.H2O)- and (02KH20)2)-, also have significant relative intensities in 

Figure 3-6. The 02" ion does not have significant relative abundance because much less 

oxygen was used and because the rate constant, kj, will be smaller than it was for 

anthracene due to the slightly greater EA for quinazoline (0.56 eV). Figure 3-6 also 

demonstrates that the time required for establishment of constant relative ion intensities is 

very short, about 2 msec. Application of Model A to this reaction system predicts that 

about 0.5 seconds would be required to achieve this terminal state and, therefore, Model 

A again fails to explain this reaction system. However, when Reaction 5 is also included 

in the mechanism for quinazoline, excellent agreement between the experimental results 

and those predicted by Model B are obtained when values of kj = 2 x lO"'" cm s" and k.5 

= 2 X 10-' cm^ S-' are assigned. In order to account for the two higher order water cluster 

ions observed in this case, rate constants for the forward and reverse water clustering 

reactions were set to 4.6 x 10"" cm^ s"' and 4.9 x 10^ s'', respectively, values which have 

been previously determined specifically for the clustering reaction leading to 

(02»(H20)2y at 50°C [96]. 

In Figure 3-7, a PHPMS experiment using benzophenone (EA = 0.61 eV) as the 

low-EA compound is shown. In this case and under these experimental conditions, only 

the M", (M»02)" and (02-H20)- ions have major relative abundance. Again, a steady- 

state condition is achieved, within about 1 msec after the e-beam pulse, and this 
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Observation cannot be explained in terms of Model A which predicted about 0.7 seconds 

to reach equilibrium. 
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Figure 3-7 PHPMS measurements of the relative intensities of the major ions, M (x), 
(M.02)- (•) (02«H20)- (A), and (02»(H20)2)- (o), observed as a function of time after the 
e-beam pulse with 0.44 mTorr oxygen, 0.95 mTorr water and 0.86 mTorr benzophenone 
present in the ion source. The total methane buffer gas pressure is 3.0 Torr and the ion 
source temperature is 50°C. 

However, the results in Figure 3-7 are also well explained by Model B when the 

appropriate forward and reverse rate constants, shown later, are assigned to Reactions 4 

and 5. In Figure 3-8, a PHPMS experiment using quinoxaline, which has a significantly 

greater EA of 0.68 eV, is shown. 
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Figure 3-8 PHPMS measurements of the relative intensities of the major ions, M' (x), 
(02-H20)- (A), and (02.(H20)2)- (o), observed as a function of time after the e-beam 
pu se with 0.98 mTorr oxygen, 1.52 mTorr water and 0.040 mTorr quinoxalme present 
fn the ion source. The total methane buffer gas pressure is 3.0 Torr and the ion source 

temperature is 50°C. 

Even though relatively high concentrations of both oxygen and water were used, it is 

noted that (Oa-HaOy ions are formed somewhat slower than for they were with use of the 

three compounds of lower EA previously considered. In this case, the achievement of 

terminal ion abundance ratios required about 5 ms. Also, it is noted that the adduct ion, 

(M.02y, does not have significant relative abundance in this case. The fact that Oz" is not 

observed in this case is expected because quinoxaUne's higher EA shifts the equilibrium 
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position of Reaction 3-2 far to the left. As with the cases previously considered, the time 

dependence of the ion intensities observed for quinoxaline can not be explained by Model 

A. Primarily because the magnitude of k. for this reaction system is exceedingly low. 

Model A predicts that about 0.6 seconds would be required to achieve the terminal state. 

Therefore, it appears that this reaction system also proceeds by a different mechanism, 

which might also be assumed to be Model B. In the ease of quinoxaline. however, it was 

not possible to experimemally detennine the magnitudes of the individual rate constants 

of the two elementary steps. Reaction 3-4 and 3-5. from PHPMS measurements as is was 

in the previous cases considered because the intermediate adduct ion. (M.OJ. does not 

have significantly high relative intensity as to provide a reliable estimate of the 

equilibrium constants, K4 and K5. 

In Figure 3-9, a PHPMS experiment using azulene as the low EA compound is 

shown. Azulene also has a somewhat greater EA of 0.69 eV [98] and, in addition, is 

known to have an usually large entropy of negative ionization. AS\^ = 4.5 cal K"' mol' 

[98] which contributes about 0.08 eV additional free energy to its negative ionization at 

50°C (as described in the previous sections on thermal electron detachment and statistical 

■cr,r.t \^     it k strictlv the entropy difference of the neutral mechanics, this entropy term is not AS„n, it is stnciiy me cm   yy 

„^ cO cO A CO A These experimental conditions 
molecule and its aniOn, or S anion - '^ neutral - ^^ m)-    "'^^        f 
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Figure 3-9. PHPMS measurements of the relative intensities of the major ions, M" (x), 

temperature is 50°C. 

included very high concentrations of both oxygen and water. As a result, (0,.H,0)- ions 

were formed much more slowly than for they were for all four compounds of lower EA 

p«viously considered. After the 40-ms period of this experiment, a tenrnnal steady-state 

condition was being approached but has no. ye. clearly been achieved. It is also noted 

that similar to the quinoxaline experiments, the adduct ion, (M.O,)-, does no. have 

signiHcant relative abundance. The fact that O. is not observed is again expected due to 
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the higher EA and the AS°„i of azulene, which shifts the equihbrium position of Reaction 

3-2 far to the left. As with the other molecules previously considered, the time 

dependence of the ion intensities observed for azulene could not be explained in terms of 

Model A. Due primarily to the exceedingly small magnitude of ka (about 3 x 10"   cm 

s-') for this case, Model A predicts that the terminal state would take almost a full second 

to reach. Therefore, Model B may be required to explain the reaction dynamics 

associated with azulene. For this case, the rate constants for Reactions 3-4 and 3-5 again 

could not be individually estimated because the intermediate ion, (M«02)", did not have 

significant relative intensity. The results shown here for azulene differ significantly from 

all of those previously considered here in that even though very high oxygen and water 

concentrations were used and the faster reaction dynamics of Model B were considered 

operative, the conversion of M" ions to (Oa-HiO)" ions proceeded too slowly to bring 

these reactions into equilibrium within the time of the experiment. These observations 

explains why in past studies of the electron capture reactions of low EA compounds in 

buffer gases of one atmospheric pressure containing trace levels of oxygen and water, the 

molecular anion of azulene has been easy to observe while those of compounds having 

slightly lower EA's have not been. 

Determination of Electron Affinities 

It has been shown above that the molecular anions, M", initially formed by 

resonance electron capture reactions and the (02.H20)- ions formed by subsequent 

reactions of M' with oxygen and water can be brought into chemical equilibrium within 
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the time scale of the PHPMS experiments. The dominant processes by which this occurs 

has been shown to be Reactions 3-4 and Reaction 3-5 (Model B). Therefore, an overall 

expression for the equilibrium condition can be written by combining Reactions 3-4 and 

3-5 as shown by Reaction 3-6 below: 

M - + O2 + H2O -- (02»H20)- + M (3-6) 

Equilibrium constants K^ (atm"') for this overall process can then be obtained from the 

PHPMS measurements and Equation 3-7: 

K6=  IO2-(H20)PM /IM-PO2PH20 (3-7) 

where I,- is the relative intensity of the ion, /, after equilibrium has been achieved and P,- is 

the partial pressure of the substance,;, within the ion source in units of atmospheres. An 

expression for the free energy change of Reaction 3-6, AG°6, can be written in terms of 

the single step reactions in either candidate mechanism. Model A or Model B. Therefore, 

AG°6 will be given by: AG°6 = AG°2 + AG°3. For those cases except azulene where the 

AS°„i of M is of negligible magnitude, AG°2 will be well-approximated by the difference 

in electron affinities of oxygen and M; i.e., AG°2 = EAM - EA02. Since AG°3 is known to 

be -11.9 kcal mol' (-0.52 eV) at 50°C [97] and EA02 is known to be 0.45 eV [94,95] 

the electron affinity of the low-EA compound can be determined from the PHPMS 

measurements of the equilibrium constant, Ke, and Equation 3-8: 

EAM = EA02 - AG°3 - RT In Ke 0-8) 

In Figure 3-10, the EAM values determined in this way are shown for all four of the low- 
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EA compounds for which a state of chemical equilibrium was achieved within the time 

scale of the PHPMS experiments. For each compound, many determinations of this kind 
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Figure 3-10. Electron affinity determinations for anthracene (D), benzophenone (o), 
quinoxaline (A), and quinazoline (x) by the PHPMS method described here. The 
individual measurements shown where obtained at 50° C using a variety of different 
reagent concentrations and total ion source pressures between 1 and 4 Torr. 

were made using different combinations of concentrations for oxygen, water and the low 

EA compound. In addition, the total ion source pressure was also varied over the range 

from 1 to 4 Torr. As can be seen in Figure 3-10, the EA values thereby determined where 

relatively independent of these changes in experimental conditions. 
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EA values were determined for each molecule from the average of these 

measurements. These values of 0.54,0.56,0.61 and 0.68 eV for anthracene, quinazoline, 

benzophenone and quinoxaline, respectively, are shown to be in reasonably good 

agreement of the literature values (anthracene [99,100].quinazoline [101], benzophenone 

[93,94,102],quinoxaline [101]). 

The method of EA determination for low-EA compounds just described offers an 

advantage over the usual PHPMS method for EA determinations in which the equilibrium 

position of the electron transfer reaction of the compound of interest is measured against 

another compound of known and similar EA[93]. In such measurements, it is often 

difficult to arrange the concentration ratios so that significant ion intensities are observed 

for both molecular anions (as in the case of Reaction 3-2 in the present study). With the 

present method and the simultaneous use of two reference compounds, oxygen and water, 

a given change of the concentrations of both oxygen and water results in a much greater 

change in the ion intensity ratio, IO2-(H20)/IM- (for example, lowering the concentrations of 

O2 and H2O by one order of magnitude causes an increase in the ion intensity ratio of two 

orders of magnitude). In addition, with use of the conventional method based on paired 

low EA compounds, the ubiquitous presence of trace oxygen and water in common buffer 

gas supplies give rise to the fast reactions described here which, of course, constitute 

unwanted side reactions in the conventional method. 
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Conclusions 

co: 

In this study, we have discovered why molecular anions, M", for many low EA 

mpounds, M, are not readily observed in electron capture ion sources operating under 

buffer gas conditions of near ambient conditions of pressure and temperature. This is 

because these molecular anions react rapidly with trace levels of oxygen and water to 

form the ion, (Oa^HaO)". It has been shown that the conversion of M" to (02»H20)' ions 

proceeds by way of a two-step mechanism in which the an intermediate ion complex of 

the type, (M»02)", is first formed by the reaction of M" with oxygen. Because forward 

and reverse rate constants for both of the elementary steps in this mechanism are 

relatively large, a state of chemical equilibrium is readily achieved for the overall process 

and this provides a convenient means for determining the electron affinities of the low 

EA compounds. By this method, the electron affinities of anthracene, quinazoline, 

benzophenone and quinoxaline are shown here to be equal to 0.54,0.56, 0.61 and 0.68 

eV, respectively. 
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APPENDIX A 

HIGH PRESSURE LIMIT EQUATIONS 
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From Reaction 1-7: 

k,       ^ k2[B] 

M + e' ^ M*" ^ M' 
k_,        k_2[B] 

dt 

d[M*-] 
dt 

= k,[M][e-]-\-k_mW-]-k_,{M*~}-k,m[M'-] 

d[M-] 
Steady state assumption: i ^ 

Substitute in [M*'] 

dt k_^+k^{B'\ 

Common denominator and related algebra follows. 
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d[M] ^ k_MM][e-] + k_,k_^[B][M-]-k_MM][e-]-k,[B]k,[M][e-] 

dt k_^+k2[B] 

dW] _ k_,k_^{B}[M-^-k^mK[M]{e-^ 
dt k_^+k2[B] 

Let the pressure of B be infinitely high for the high pressure limit 

j.^ k_,k_^m[M-]-k,mk,[M][e-\ ^ k_,k_^[M-]-kMM'\[e-] 
[fii-^o, k_^+k^[B} k^ 

So, in the high pressure limit: 

^ = -k,[M][e-]^k_,^[M-] 

From the simplest Reaction 1-1: 

Kec 

M + e" ^ M' 
kdet 
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/C2 

-2 

'v_o   • 
where ki is a function of Ocap, the electron capture cross section, and -^ is a Maxwell- 

h 

Boltzman function of temperature. It does not matter if the initial rate equation is written 

in terms of [M'] instead [M]; the final relationships are unchanged. 
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APPENDIX B 

REVffiW OF PSUEDO 1^^ ORDER KINETICS 
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d[BP-] 

Aln[BP-]    ,. 
 = k 

At 

k 
Kans - [SFJ 
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APPENDIX C 

MODELING WITH DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
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^^ = kJM][e-]-k^[M-]-k,,j^lM-]-k^JX][M-] 
at 

^ = k^,[M-] - kJM][e-]-k,,,ff[^-] - USF,][e-] 
at 

where kec is the electron capture rate constant for M, kdet is the thermal detachment rate 

constant, kdiff is the diffusion rate constant, kcoi is the Langevan coUisional rate constant 

2.0 X 10'^ cc sec"', X is the concentration of any electron transferring impurities, kediff is 

the elctron diffusion rate constant, and ka is the electron capture rate constant for SFe. 

d[e-]    „ 
We assume that [e'] is steady state so —-— - U and can solve for [e ] 

at 

[e-] = k,AM-] 
Kc[M] + Km+K[SF,] 

Substitute in for [e']: 

at 
-k,,[M-]-k,,ff[M-]-KJX][M-] 

Collect terms: 
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d[M-] 
dt 

r 
= [M-] 

K.KAM\ 
\ 

V KXm^Km^Kl^^^^ 
~^det       '^diff       ^co/L^J 

) 

Separate variables and integrate: 

\lM-] heJ'^^l+K.w+KlSFJ     ■ det      '^dijf Kiff-Koil^]dt 

( 

ln[M-],= 
KXJM] 

Ke,-Kiff-Koll^J t + ln[M  ]Q 
kJMJ + Kdiff+kJSFJ 

Assume electron diffusion is not happening and no impurities are present (i.e. kediff = 0, 

and [X] = 0). 

Mn[M-] 

At 
+ k 

K,kJM] 
diff KJM] + kJSFJ "det 

Common denominator and related algebra: 

Mn[M-] 

At 
+ k 

■KJJSFJ 
diff kJM] + kJSFJ 
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Invert both sides: 

/ 

V 

Mn[M-] 

At 

\ -1 

+ k dijf 

kJM] + kJSFJ 

J K.KISF,] 

Rearrange by dividing each term on the right side by kec: 

r 

V 

AlnfM'] 

At 
^^dijf 

) 

[M] + -^[SFJ 
k. ec 

k     k 
'hdet^lSFJ 

ec 

Rearrange into a linear equation: 

r 

V 

Aln[M~] 

At 
'^Kiff 

/CJ„*/C 

J 

mx + b 

L._ 


